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of the narrows dropped by double digits for a second-consec-

utive week. 2x8&wdr fell in smaller increments. Downside 

was limited on 12-inch, as it was viewed as a relative value 

compared to competing species. #3 2x4 so� ened in step with 

#2&Btr, but all other #3 prices and Economy at least held; #3 

2x6 gained. MSR mills opened to modest counters, but buy-

ers kept a low pro� le, working o�  their own inventories.

Trading in Eastern S-P-F picked up at midweek. Buyers 

in need of coverage tested mills with counters. Most mills 

opened to modest countero� ers, but some held to their 

quotes. Car and truck shortages slowed shipments, giving 

mills some bu� er. Some traders sensed � eld inventories had 

thinned, and anticipated a near-term round of buying. With 

the Canadian dollar weakening, mills realized stronger 

returns on sales to the U.S. Mixed loadings garnered strong 

premiums to straight loads. #1&2 2x4 and 2x6 weakened in 

U.S. markets. 2x4 14-foot was a bright spot among straight 

lengths. #3 2x6 strengthened in all markets.
Coast ^ Recent weakness in other framing lumber species, 

particularly Canadian S-P-F, � ltered into Coast dry framing. 

Hem-Fir producers opened to counters on most widths, with 

the narrows particularly vulnerable. Reported prices � nished 

$5-8 lower, with the exception of #2&Btr 2x10, which held. 

Some buyers � lled holes in inventories, but were hesitant to 

purchase in volume. Local truckload business was spotty 

due to heavy rain. In dry Douglas Fir, weakness was most 

apparent in 2x4. Reported prices of #1&Btr and #2&Btr fell 

by double digits. A number of traders noted competitively 

priced stock from Canadian mills. 2x6 held in best, and 

prices were reported on both sides of last week’s levels. 

Inland ^ Some Inland producers were willing to negoti-

ate slightly o�  their list prices on selected items. However, 

others reported the sporadic sales pace was enough to hold 

� rm. Fir&Larch #2&Btr 2x10 gained about $5 at Inland 

mills, while other widths were unchanged. In contrast, 

#2&Btr o� erings out of the B.C. Interior slipped $5-10. A 

few more prompt loadings of White Fir/Hem-Fir showed up 

and prices of Std&Btr/#2&Btr 2x4 through 2x8 slipped $3-5. 

O� erings of #2&Btr 2x12 from mills in Northern California 

were reported as low as $385. In MSR, Fir&Larch 2x4 1800f 

sold readily, but both 2x4 and 2x6 2400f were available for 

prompt shipment. Traders noted the small premium 2x6 

1800f held over #2&Btr.
Green Framing Lumber

Douglas Fir ^ Mill sales of green Fir Std/#2&Btr di-

mension remained quiet, and reports on the market were all 

over the map. Spreading weakness in prices of dry species 

kept buyers on the sidelines, but for the most part, produc-

ers of green Fir held quotes. Mill salesmen remained con-

vinced that buyers in California were close to replenishing 

their inventories. While some buyers stepped in for modest 

purchases, many waited to see if prices retreated following 

the recent rally. “We are treading water and waiting to see 

who blinks � rst,” said one mill salesman. Reported prices 

of most widths of Std/#2&Btr were unchanged at Portland-

rate mills, although 2x10 gained $5 at midweek and held. 

In #1&Btr 2x4, widely di� ering reports emerged. Some held 

quotes, while a few deals were reported at prices well below 

last week’s levels. In Northern California, prices of wide 

dimension gained. Sales of low grade slowed, and prices of 

Utility and #3 held. Reports on Economy were mixed; some 

buyers said they couldn’t � nd coverage at reported levels. 

4-inch dimension prices were � rm to higher. Stud LumberA Prices of studs came under downward pressure, with 

trends in Western S-P-F particularly weak. One major in 

Western Canada was particularly aggressive in probing for 

trading levels on 2x4-9s. Reported prices re� ected $20-plus 

drops for the week. 2x4 8-foot fell by double digits. 2x6 

prices were more resilient, but dipped nonetheless. Over-

supply led to weakness in 2x4-9s in Eastern S-P-F; reported 

prices dropped up to $15. Tight supply led to strength for 

2x3-8s in most markets. 2x4-8s and 2x6-9s were wobbly, 

but 2x6-8s fared better. 2x4-10s were weak. A quiet week of 

sales in green Fir le�  prices � at to lower. Some producers 

lowered their quotes on 2x4-9s to compete with dry o� er-

ings, but found few takers. 2x4-10s also fell.
Prices of dry Douglas Fir remained so�  through the week. 

A growing number of producers had quick-shipping loads 

available, but buyers mostly stayed on the sidelines waiting 

for further downside. Double-digit cuts were reported on 

9-footers in both 2x4 and 2x6. Hem-Fir o� erings remained 

slim, and producers held asking levels � at. Prices at Inland 

mills weakened, with all but two reported items losing 

$5-15; Fir&larch 2x4-8s and ES-LP 2x6-9s were the excep-

tion. Fir&Larch 2x4 and 2x6 9-footers led the declines, with 

quotes dipping to as low as $400 and $405, respectively. Sti�  

competition for orders from the key Texas market pushed 

� ngerjointed prices $10-15 lower.Lumber Composite Price Comparisons1
This

Week
Last

Week
Year
Ago WeeklyChanges($)*

Random-Length Dimension
01_LCGZ_Dim.txt

02_LCHA_Stud.txt

03_LCHB_Low.txt 

04_LCHC_Brd.txt

05_LCHD_Shop.txt

06_LCHE_CstDry.txt

07_LCHF_Inland.txt

08_LCHG_SYP.txt

09_LCHH_WSPF.txt

10_LCHI_ESPF.txt

11_LCHJ_GrDF.txt

Stud 01_LCGZ_Dim.txt

02_LCHA_Stud.txt

03_LCHB_Low.txt 

04_LCHC_Brd.txt

05_LCHD_Shop.txt

06_LCHE_CstDry.txt

07_LCHF_Inland.txt

08_LCHG_SYP.txt

09_LCHH_WSPF.txt

10_LCHI_ESPF.txt

11_LCHJ_GrDF.txt

Low-Grade Random Dimension

01_LCGZ_Dim.txt

02_LCHA_Stud.txt

03_LCHB_Low.txt 

04_LCHC_Brd.txt

05_LCHD_Shop.txt

06_LCHE_CstDry.txt

07_LCHF_Inland.txt

08_LCHG_SYP.txt

09_LCHH_WSPF.txt

10_LCHI_ESPF.txt

11_LCHJ_GrDF.txt

Board

01_LCGZ_Dim.txt

02_LCHA_Stud.txt

03_LCHB_Low.txt 

04_LCHC_Brd.txt

05_LCHD_Shop.txt

06_LCHE_CstDry.txt

07_LCHF_Inland.txt

08_LCHG_SYP.txt

09_LCHH_WSPF.txt

10_LCHI_ESPF.txt

11_LCHJ_GrDF.txt

Shop and Mldg&Btr

01_LCGZ_Dim.txt

02_LCHA_Stud.txt

03_LCHB_Low.txt 

04_LCHC_Brd.txt

05_LCHD_Shop.txt

06_LCHE_CstDry.txt

07_LCHF_Inland.txt

08_LCHG_SYP.txt

09_LCHH_WSPF.txt

10_LCHI_ESPF.txt

11_LCHJ_GrDF.txt

Coast Dry Random and Stud

01_LCGZ_Dim.txt

02_LCHA_Stud.txt

03_LCHB_Low.txt 

04_LCHC_Brd.txt

05_LCHD_Shop.txt

06_LCHE_CstDry.txt

07_LCHF_Inland.txt

08_LCHG_SYP.txt

09_LCHH_WSPF.txt

10_LCHI_ESPF.txt

11_LCHJ_GrDF.txt

Inland

01_LCGZ_Dim.txt

02_LCHA_Stud.txt

03_LCHB_Low.txt 

04_LCHC_Brd.txt

05_LCHD_Shop.txt

06_LCHE_CstDry.txt

07_LCHF_Inland.txt

08_LCHG_SYP.txt

09_LCHH_WSPF.txt

10_LCHI_ESPF.txt

11_LCHJ_GrDF.txt

Southern Pine

01_LCGZ_Dim.txt

02_LCHA_Stud.txt

03_LCHB_Low.txt 

04_LCHC_Brd.txt

05_LCHD_Shop.txt

06_LCHE_CstDry.txt

07_LCHF_Inland.txt

08_LCHG_SYP.txt

09_LCHH_WSPF.txt

10_LCHI_ESPF.txt

11_LCHJ_GrDF.txt

Western S-P-F

01_LCGZ_Dim.txt

02_LCHA_Stud.txt

03_LCHB_Low.txt 

04_LCHC_Brd.txt

05_LCHD_Shop.txt

06_LCHE_CstDry.txt

07_LCHF_Inland.txt

08_LCHG_SYP.txt

09_LCHH_WSPF.txt

10_LCHI_ESPF.txt

11_LCHJ_GrDF.txt

Eastern S-P-F

01_LCGZ_Dim.txt

02_LCHA_Stud.txt

03_LCHB_Low.txt 

04_LCHC_Brd.txt

05_LCHD_Shop.txt

06_LCHE_CstDry.txt

07_LCHF_Inland.txt

08_LCHG_SYP.txt

09_LCHH_WSPF.txt

10_LCHI_ESPF.txt

11_LCHJ_GrDF.txt

Green Douglas Fir

01_LCGZ_Dim.txt

02_LCHA_Stud.txt

03_LCHB_Low.txt 

04_LCHC_Brd.txt

05_LCHD_Shop.txt

06_LCHE_CstDry.txt

07_LCHF_Inland.txt

08_LCHG_SYP.txt

09_LCHH_WSPF.txt

10_LCHI_ESPF.txt

11_LCHJ_GrDF.txt

*  52 weeks. 1–For a list of items included in each composite, go to www.rlpi.com

 and click on In Depth > Useful Data > Monthly Composite Prices.
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Other Items

Boards ^ Veteran traders noted that supplies of west-

ern boards were as tight as they have seen in their careers. 

Ponderosa Pine mills commanded � rm to higher prices. 

Upward momentum remained strongest on #3, and prices 

in the Inland Empire rose $5-15. 12-inch in California 

jumped $20 for the week. Some suppliers noted resistance 

from their customers on #3 prices, but tight supplies were 

undeniable. Canadian producers of ES-LP sold out into the 

second quarter, with robust sales domestically, to the U.S., 

and o� shore. One European Spruce importer raised prices 

across the board, as demand ran well ahead of supplies. 

Idaho White Pine Sterling 10- and 12-inch adjusted down-

ward, but maintained large premiums to Ponderosa Pine.

Trading in Southern Pine was steady, if moderately slower 

than activity in the previous several weeks. Pattern business 

sustained a robust pace. Prices were � rm nearly across the 

board, with #2 1x4 and 1x6 straight lengths posting scat-

tered gains. 1x4-12s remained a standout for several mills. 

Surpluses of D 1x6 shorts developed at some mills. #3 1x6 

sold as high as $325. In Eastern White Pine, Premium 1x6 

and 1x8 were a challenge in spots, but most other mills 

reported strong demand and robust order � les. 8-inch was 

o� ered as low as $800 and as high as $875. 6-inch spanned 

an $850-875 range. Standard 1x6 edged up. Standard 1x12 

sold in a $600-625 range. Industrial was � rm to higher, 

with some mill quotes hitting $400.

Shop ^ Demand for shop and Mldg&Btr was steady, 

as window manufacturers and millwork plants continued 

to shore up their inventories for anticipated brisk sales in 

the coming months. A number of mills gained ground on 

back orders and were more comfortable taking new orders. 

Above average snowfall in higher elevations hampered log 

harvests in many regions, but some mills had replenished 

log decks recently. Order � les were strong and producers 

pushed prices higher in some cases with little to no resis-

tance. Buyers clamored for low-grade Ponderosa Pine shop, 

but supplies remained tight. Prices of #3 5/4 and 6/4 shop 

edged higher. #2 6/4 shop also strengthened. Imported 

shipments of Radiata Pine Mldg&Btr were status quo and 

adequately balanced between supply and demand. Some 

importers tested higher quotes for Radiata Pine shop amid 

constricted supplies for Ponderosa Pine. Sales of blanks 

remained steady. 

Treated ^ Southern Pine treated lumber sales sustained 

the active pace of recent weeks in the South. Demand 

gained momentum in the Mid-Atlantic region, as well as 

the Northeast and Midwest where milder weather condi-

tions took hold. 2x4-8s and 4x4-8s were among the best 

selling items, as fencing companies and landscapers stocked 

up for spring. Demand for fencing components was espe-

cially strong in Texas. Some dealers and distributors in the 

Northeast bought conservatively. � ey noted that weather 

conditions had only recently improved and higher prices in 

the wake of last month’s surge were causes for concern.

Cedar ^ Trading was steady, as higher-than-expected 

consumption was unabated despite further price increases. 

Buyers in need of coverage scrambled to � nd what they 

needed and accepted higher levels. Some traders replen-

ished a� er realizing previous purchases were not su�  cient. 

Even with the upward price trajectory of recent months, 

some producers worried about not being able to pass along 

increased log costs. Log supply was a growing concern and, 

combined with the higher demand, led to a supply scarcity. 

Some producers looked into alternative species to alleviate 

supply shortages. Timbers were popular, as were decking 

items. More buyers sought � rm prices in place of PTS.

Shingles & Shakes ^ Spotty demand was su�  cient 

to keep traders busy. Shingles were more di�  cult to � nd, 

especially #1 5X. #2 5X shingles were plentiful. Improving 

weather allowed mills to gain ground on lagging produc-

tion. � e uptick in business fueled trader optimism about 

the spring season. Traders noted concerns about having 

enough logs for production.

Lumber Production, Sales, and Shipments

(Western U.S. mills)

mmbf. From data compiled by the Western Wood Products Association.

Most current week’s data subject to revision.

 
Coast 

Inland

 Week Ending Mar 4 Feb 25 Feb 18 Mar 4 Feb 25 Feb 18

 Production 162 161 159 95 96 98

 Orders 
153 157 164 92 83 92

 Shipments 157 157 159 97 96 100

 Unfilled Orders 268 272 272 251 256 268

 Inventories 768 763 760 546 547 547
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Panel Market Report

Panel Market Indicators

Oriented Strand Board ^ A two-tiered market de-

veloped in OSB, as secondaries garnered much of the week’s 

business. Mill sales were sparse; producers in most regions 

quoted order � les into late March or later and held ask-

ing levels � rm. Wholesalers and distributors who bought 

during the February rally sold below mill replacement 

costs and still tu
rned a pro� t. In

 the South, sheathing sales 

slowed to a crawl at the mill level. Buyers covered immedi-

ate needs through secondaries who o� ered prompt ship-

ment. Distributors and dealers showed little
 interest in mill 

o� erings for shipment no earlier than April. One producer 

sold truckloads of 7/16-inch at $314 in the Southeast, but 

prices were otherwise � at throughout the region. 

Producers in northern regions fell back on order � les, and 

reported prices were unchanged. Poor weather throughout 

much of the West led to skimpy sales for mills in Western 

Canada. Mill order � les in that region extended into the 

week of March 20 or later, and producers held quotes. Most 

traders in Eastern Canada also reported a � at market, 

although a report circulated of a block deal at discounts. 

Customers in western delivered markets covered needs 

through secondaries. Inquiries from customers in Califor-

nia rose.

Southern Plywood ^ Retailers and distributors were 

busy, as the Southeast experienced warm weather. Even so, 

the activity wasn’t enough to keep mill prices from so� en-

ing. Buyers tightly managed inventories and were hesitant 

to purchase larger volumes. Most bought hand to mouth, 

while waiting for a clearer market direction. Order � les at 

most mills extended into the week of March 20, and many 

tried to hold � rm to their quotes. � e spotty sales activ-

ity prompted some producers to open to modest counters, 

while maintaining their established quotes. 

Wholesalers o� ered double-digit discounts under mill 

levels for panels ready to ship. Rated sheathing prices on 

the westside showed greater weakness than the other zones. 

Reported prices were � at to down $2-5 in all zones. A lack 

of availability kept prices of underlayment � rm. Shippers 

struggled with transportation, as availability of trucks re-

mained erratic and rates increased. Some buyers reported 

loads sitting ready for shipment for several days. 

Western Plywood ^ Trading held at a quiet pace, as 

buyers and mills struggled to � nd common ground. Mills 

were willing to accept $5-10 counters on sheathing, but 

o� en ran into buyers seeking counters of $20 or more. � e 

number of inquiries led traders to believe a round of buy-

ing was imminent. Mills looked to cover increased costs of 

raw material, while buyers were concerned about downside 

risk. Mills maintained thin order � les, as sales in smaller 

volumes at modest discounts allowed them to stay ahead. 

Quiet deals were noted on scattered loadings available for 

prompt shipment. Trading picked up in California as a dry-

ing trend emerged, but sales to the Northeast were di�  cult. 

One producer took steeper discounts early in the week to 

move thick panels, but went back to quoted levels therea� er.

Limited activity led to a downward trend in sheathing pric-

es. 1/2-inch 4-ply so� ened, with reports of sales under the 

$400 mark. A lack of demand also pushed down prices of 

Struc 1, underlayment, CCX, and CC P&TS panels. Sanded 

and sidings were � at.

Veneer ^ Prices of Douglas Fir sections stayed on an up-

ward track, as demand from the LVL sector held steady and 

even perked up for some. Green ends pushed prices another 

50 cents to $1 higher on 54s, and half sheets kept pace. 

Mixed reports developed on inner plies, with some lay-ups 

scrambling to meet their needs. Others reported an ample 

volume and that no premiums to last week’s levels were 

paid. White wood 1/6 gained 50 cents across the board.

Composite Panels ^ Particleboard sales were nar-

rowly mixed by region. Mill order � les reached as far as 

four weeks in the South. Demand was especially strong for 

door core stock. Distributors and end users replenished 

steadily. Mills noted, however, that they were still waiting 

for the expected surge of orders among buyers stocking up 

for the second quarter. Trading in the West sustained the 

pace of recent weeks. MDF stayed tight in the East. Produc-

ers in the West shipped readily into the Midwest and tradi-

tional markets in the East. Distributors in Eastern Canada 

noted that shipments of previous orders were as much as 

one month late. Demand in the West lagged the strength 

evident in the East, but was ample enough to support � rm 

prices.

This Week
Last Week

Year Ago
Weekly Chgs($)*

Structural Panel Composite Price

52-Week Trend

Oriented Strand Board Composite

Southern Pine Plywood Composite

Western Fir Plywood Composite

15/32" 4-ply Rated Southern

* For a list of items 

included in each 

composite, go to 

www.rlpi.com, then  

In Depth > Useful 

Data > Monthly 

Composite Prices

1/2" 4-ply Western

7/16" OSB (North Central)

23/32" AC Sanded Western

Fir 1/10" CD Veneer Mix

$325

$350

$375

$400

$425

1Q 17

4Q 16

3Q 16

2Q 16

1Q 16

Structural Panel 

Composite Price

 $404 
$407 

$349

 343 
343 

252

 534 
534 

506

 588 
594 

531

 390-417 400-417 373-400

 402 
413 

332

 305 
305 

225

 825 
825 

755

 48.75 
48.50 

47.25
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of the narrows dropped by double digits for a second-consec-

utive week. 2x8&wdr fell in smaller increments. Downside 

was limited on 12-inch, as it was viewed as a relative value 

compared to competing species. #3 2x4 so� ened in step with 

#2&Btr, but all other #3 prices and Economy at least held; #3 

2x6 gained. MSR mills opened to modest counters, but buy-

ers kept a low pro� le, working o�  their own inventories.

Trading in Eastern S-P-F picked up at midweek. Buyers 

in need of coverage tested mills with counters. Most mills 

opened to modest countero� ers, but some held to their 

quotes. Car and truck shortages slowed shipments, giving 

mills some bu� er. Some traders sensed � eld inventories had 

thinned, and anticipated a near-term round of buying. With 

the Canadian dollar weakening, mills realized stronger 

returns on sales to the U.S. Mixed loadings garnered strong 

premiums to straight loads. #1&2 2x4 and 2x6 weakened in 

U.S. markets. 2x4 14-foot was a bright spot among straight 

lengths. #3 2x6 strengthened in all markets.

Coast ^ Recent weakness in other framing lumber species, 

particularly Canadian S-P-F, � ltered into Coast dry framing. 

Hem-Fir producers opened to counters on most widths, with 

the narrows particularly vulnerable. Reported prices � nished 

$5-8 lower, with the exception of #2&Btr 2x10, which held. 

Some buyers � lled holes in inventories, but were hesitant to 

purchase in volume. Local truckload business was spotty 

due to heavy rain. In dry Douglas Fir, weakness was most 

apparent in 2x4. Reported prices of #1&Btr and #2&Btr fell 

by double digits. A number of traders noted competitively 

priced stock from Canadian mills. 2x6 held in best, and 

prices were reported on both sides of last week’s levels. 

Inland ^ Some Inland producers were willing to negoti-

ate slightly o�  their list prices on selected items. However, 

others reported the sporadic sales pace was enough to hold 

� rm. Fir&Larch #2&Btr 2x10 gained about $5 at Inland 

mills, while other widths were unchanged. In contrast, 

#2&Btr o� erings out of the B.C. Interior slipped $5-10. A 

few more prompt loadings of White Fir/Hem-Fir showed up 

and prices of Std&Btr/#2&Btr 2x4 through 2x8 slipped $3-5. 

O� erings of #2&Btr 2x12 from mills in Northern California 

were reported as low as $385. In MSR, Fir&Larch 2x4 1800f 

sold readily, but both 2x4 and 2x6 2400f were available for 

prompt shipment. Traders noted the small premium 2x6 

1800f held over #2&Btr.

Green Framing Lumber

Douglas Fir ^ Mill sales of green Fir Std/#2&Btr di-

mension remained quiet, and reports on the market were all 

over the map. Spreading weakness in prices of dry species 

kept buyers on the sidelines, but for the most part, produc-

ers of green Fir held quotes. Mill salesmen remained con-

vinced that buyers in California were close to replenishing 

their inventories. While some buyers stepped in for modest 

purchases, many waited to see if prices retreated following 

the recent rally. “We are treading water and waiting to see 

who blinks � rst,” said one mill salesman. Reported prices 

of most widths of Std/#2&Btr were unchanged at Portland-

rate mills, although 2x10 gained $5 at midweek and held. 

In #1&Btr 2x4, widely di� ering reports emerged. Some held 

quotes, while a few deals were reported at prices well below 

last week’s levels. In Northern California, prices of wide 

dimension gained. Sales of low grade slowed, and prices of 

Utility and #3 held. Reports on Economy were mixed; some 

buyers said they couldn’t � nd coverage at reported levels. 

4-inch dimension prices were � rm to higher. 

Stud Lumber

A Prices of studs came under downward pressure, with 

trends in Western S-P-F particularly weak. One major in 

Western Canada was particularly aggressive in probing for 

trading levels on 2x4-9s. Reported prices re� ected $20-plus 

drops for the week. 2x4 8-foot fell by double digits. 2x6 

prices were more resilient, but dipped nonetheless. Over-

supply led to weakness in 2x4-9s in Eastern S-P-F; reported 

prices dropped up to $15. Tight supply led to strength for 

2x3-8s in most markets. 2x4-8s and 2x6-9s were wobbly, 

but 2x6-8s fared better. 2x4-10s were weak. A quiet week of 

sales in green Fir le�  prices � at to lower. Some producers 

lowered their quotes on 2x4-9s to compete with dry o� er-

ings, but found few takers. 2x4-10s also fell.

Prices of dry Douglas Fir remained so�  through the week. 

A growing number of producers had quick-shipping loads 

available, but buyers mostly stayed on the sidelines waiting 

for further downside. Double-digit cuts were reported on 

9-footers in both 2x4 and 2x6. Hem-Fir o� erings remained 

slim, and producers held asking levels � at. Prices at Inland 

mills weakened, with all but two reported items losing 

$5-15; Fir&larch 2x4-8s and ES-LP 2x6-9s were the excep-

tion. Fir&Larch 2x4 and 2x6 9-footers led the declines, with 

quotes dipping to as low as $400 and $405, respectively. Sti�  

competition for orders from the key Texas market pushed 

� ngerjointed prices $10-15 lower.

Lumber Composite Price Comparisons1

This
Week

Last
Week

Year
Ago

Weekly

Changes($)*

Random-Length Dimension

01_LCGZ_Dim.txt

02_LCHA_Stud.txt

03_LCHB_Low.txt 

04_LCHC_Brd.txt

05_LCHD_Shop.txt

06_LCHE_CstDry.txt

07_LCHF_Inland.txt

08_LCHG_SYP.txt

09_LCHH_WSPF.txt

10_LCHI_ESPF.txt

11_LCHJ_GrDF.txt

Stud

01_LCGZ_Dim.txt

02_LCHA_Stud.txt

03_LCHB_Low.txt 

04_LCHC_Brd.txt

05_LCHD_Shop.txt

06_LCHE_CstDry.txt

07_LCHF_Inland.txt

08_LCHG_SYP.txt

09_LCHH_WSPF.txt

10_LCHI_ESPF.txt

11_LCHJ_GrDF.txt

Low-Grade Random Dimension

01_LCGZ_Dim.txt

02_LCHA_Stud.txt

03_LCHB_Low.txt 

04_LCHC_Brd.txt

05_LCHD_Shop.txt

06_LCHE_CstDry.txt

07_LCHF_Inland.txt

08_LCHG_SYP.txt

09_LCHH_WSPF.txt

10_LCHI_ESPF.txt

11_LCHJ_GrDF.txt

Board

01_LCGZ_Dim.txt

02_LCHA_Stud.txt

03_LCHB_Low.txt 

04_LCHC_Brd.txt

05_LCHD_Shop.txt

06_LCHE_CstDry.txt

07_LCHF_Inland.txt

08_LCHG_SYP.txt

09_LCHH_WSPF.txt

10_LCHI_ESPF.txt

11_LCHJ_GrDF.txt

Shop and Mldg&Btr

01_LCGZ_Dim.txt

02_LCHA_Stud.txt

03_LCHB_Low.txt 

04_LCHC_Brd.txt

05_LCHD_Shop.txt

06_LCHE_CstDry.txt

07_LCHF_Inland.txt

08_LCHG_SYP.txt

09_LCHH_WSPF.txt

10_LCHI_ESPF.txt

11_LCHJ_GrDF.txt

Coast Dry Random and Stud

01_LCGZ_Dim.txt

02_LCHA_Stud.txt

03_LCHB_Low.txt 

04_LCHC_Brd.txt

05_LCHD_Shop.txt

06_LCHE_CstDry.txt

07_LCHF_Inland.txt

08_LCHG_SYP.txt

09_LCHH_WSPF.txt

10_LCHI_ESPF.txt

11_LCHJ_GrDF.txt

Inland

01_LCGZ_Dim.txt

02_LCHA_Stud.txt

03_LCHB_Low.txt 

04_LCHC_Brd.txt

05_LCHD_Shop.txt

06_LCHE_CstDry.txt

07_LCHF_Inland.txt

08_LCHG_SYP.txt

09_LCHH_WSPF.txt

10_LCHI_ESPF.txt

11_LCHJ_GrDF.txt

Southern Pine

01_LCGZ_Dim.txt

02_LCHA_Stud.txt

03_LCHB_Low.txt 

04_LCHC_Brd.txt

05_LCHD_Shop.txt

06_LCHE_CstDry.txt

07_LCHF_Inland.txt

08_LCHG_SYP.txt

09_LCHH_WSPF.txt

10_LCHI_ESPF.txt

11_LCHJ_GrDF.txtWestern S-P-F

01_LCGZ_Dim.txt

02_LCHA_Stud.txt

03_LCHB_Low.txt 

04_LCHC_Brd.txt

05_LCHD_Shop.txt

06_LCHE_CstDry.txt

07_LCHF_Inland.txt

08_LCHG_SYP.txt

09_LCHH_WSPF.txt

10_LCHI_ESPF.txt

11_LCHJ_GrDF.txt

Eastern S-P-F

01_LCGZ_Dim.txt

02_LCHA_Stud.txt

03_LCHB_Low.txt 

04_LCHC_Brd.txt

05_LCHD_Shop.txt

06_LCHE_CstDry.txt

07_LCHF_Inland.txt

08_LCHG_SYP.txt

09_LCHH_WSPF.txt

10_LCHI_ESPF.txt

11_LCHJ_GrDF.txt

Green Douglas Fir

01_LCGZ_Dim.txt

02_LCHA_Stud.txt

03_LCHB_Low.txt 

04_LCHC_Brd.txt

05_LCHD_Shop.txt

06_LCHE_CstDry.txt

07_LCHF_Inland.txt

08_LCHG_SYP.txt

09_LCHH_WSPF.txt

10_LCHI_ESPF.txt

11_LCHJ_GrDF.txt

*  52 weeks. 1–For a list of items included in each composite, go to www.rlpi.com

 and click on In Depth > Useful Data > Monthly Composite Prices.
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Beetle kill in California raises concern, opportunitySeveral years of drought in California has taken a toll on 
federal forestland in the Sierra Nevada region and has led 
to bark beetle infestations that have killed millions of trees. � e rising number of dead trees has industry foresters on 

high alert as they manage private timberlands, which are 
predominantly north of the most a� ected areas. � e re-
moval of dead trees is also an opportunity for some mills. Drought has made it di�  cult for Ponderosa Pine, Sugar 

Pine, and other species to fend o�  the beetles, which 
introduce a fungus that creates a bluish stain. � e small 
insects lay eggs under the bark and disrupt the � ow of 
water and nutrients. An estimated 102 million trees have 

died in central and southern Sierra Nevada national 
forests since 2010, according to the U.S. Forest Service. 
About 62 million trees died in 2016. Many have criticized 
the agency for mismanaging the forests. 
“� e problem has grown exponentially in the last three 
years,” said a forester with a California producer. Loggers 
have subsequently � ocked to the area to harvest what they 
can, but few mills remain in operation in the area. � ose 
that are buying the salvaged logs can be more selective.“� ere’s so much to choose from that our position has 

been we’re only going to take a certain diameter,” said a 
salesman at one mill. Some industrial lumber buyers can 
use “blue stain” Pine with primers. Stained Pine has been 
in high demand, he said. 
Meanwhile, large private timberland owners are busy 
monitoring for signs of the beetles and quickly clearing 
any dead trees to prevent the insect from gaining a foot-
hold. “We work diligently to clean house and get the dead 
and dying out of there,” said a shop salesman with a com-
pany that owns private timberland. 

Most of the dead trees are located within 10 counties 
in the southern portion of the Sierra Nevada range, ac-
cording to the Forest Service. However, the number of 
dead trees in the northern counties of Siskiyou, Modoc, 
Plumas, and Lassen has increased. Federal o�  cials have 
reprioritized $32 million this year to remove the trees, 
which can fuel wild� res. � e agency has focused on fell-
ing trees near communities and along trails, roads, and 
utility corridors. 
� e Forest Service has funded the removal of about 126 
million board feet in the Sequoia, Sierra, and Stanislaus 
national forests as of this month on nearly 30,000 acres. 
O�  cials have designated 6.7 million acres for “insect 
and disease treatment.” � e agency is in the process of 
removing dead trees from 66,000 acres, and an additional 
90,000 acres pending more funding. ~

Surge in imports drives increase in lumber supplyLed by a surge in imports, the supply of so� wood lum-
ber to the U.S. market in 2016 rose 9.5% to 48.104 billion 
board feet.

Total imports surged to 16.746 bbf, a gain of 22.8% over 
2015. Shipments from Canada rose 22.5% to 16.065 bbf, 
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WWPA: 
Steady growth 
forecast in 
2017

MDF imports 
heavy to 
fl ooring; out-
look stable

Western 
S-P-F leads 
downward 
price trend

Weakness in 
prices of 2x4 
9-foot studs 
intensifi es

Veterans say 
boards in West 
are as tight 
as ever

Cracks in 
Fir plywood 
prices open 
wider

Lumber Available to the U.S. 2012–20161

U.S. 
Output

U.S. Imports

U.S. 
Exports

Available 
to U.S.2

From 
Canada

Non-
Canada

Total U.S. 
Imports2012 28.661 9.421 0.269 9.689 1.430 36.921

2013 29.951 10.796 0.375 11.171 1.617 39.505
2014 31.496 12.011 0.426 12.436 1.532 42.400
2015 31.643 13.111 0.530 13.641 1.370 43.914
2016 32.722 3 16.065 0.682 16.746 1.365 48.104 31— Bbf  2— Production data plus imports minus exports.  3— Subject to revision. 

Sources:  Western Wood Products Association, Southern Forest Products Association 

and U.S. Foreign Agricultural Service. 3
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Florida, Texas, Washington, California, and North Caro-

lina have led population gains. � e hottest states in 2016, 

as measured by single-family permits, were Florida, Cali-

fornia, Georgia, North Carolina, and Tennessee.

On the supply side, U.S. lumber production is forecast at 

34.2 bbf in 2017, up from 32.7 bbf in 2016. � e South will 

continue to dominate, with output expected to top 18 bbf. 

� e Coast will lead the way in the West with 8.7 bbf, and 

the Inland producing 5.2 bbf (table).
Imports from Canada are forecast to remain on an up-

ward track, rising to 15.8 bbf this year from 15.2 bbf in 

2016. Shipments from Europe and Latin America are 

expected to grow, as well. ~MDF imports heavy toflooring, still strongA� er shattering records the previous two years, U.S. im-

ports of medium density � berboard from o� shore suppli-

ers faded in 2016 but sustained a high level by historical 

standards.
Imports from overseas fell to 3.33 million cubic meters, 

down 33% from the record 4.99 million cubic meters 

shipped in 2015. Nonetheless, last year’s volume ranked 

third all-time since the U.S. Foreign Agricultural Service 

began reporting MDF imports in 1989.
Shipments from China and Germany plunged 53% and 

31%, respectively. However, those two countries com-

bined accounted for 74% of total o� shore shipments to 

the U.S. in 2016.
� e vast majority of imported MDF is shipped in the 

form of laminated boards most commonly used as � oor-

ing. MDF import statistics also encompass a variety of 

other items.
Imports from Chile, for example, are heavy to mouldings, 

while stock imported from New Zealand is primarily 

3mm to 6mm panels.Commodity panels that compete directly with the most 

commonly produced thicknesses within North America, 

such as 5/8-inch and 3/4-inch panels, represent a rela-

tively small portion of total imports. � is distinction has 

created a measure of confusion in the past among those 

unfamiliar with the codes the FAS uses to compile MDF 

import statistics.
Some o� shore suppliers ramped up shipments to the U.S. 

sharply, mitigating the downward trend evident in im-

ports from China and Germany. Imports from New Zealand jumped 65% compared to 

2015, posting a fourth consecutive annual gain.

European countries other than Germany, such as Austria, 

Belgium, and Spain increased exports to the U.S. signi� -

cantly last year, taking advantage of steady demand and a 

strong dollar vis-à-vis the euro. In South America, shipments from Chile gained 11% to 

406,000 cubic meters. Imports from Brazil tripled last 

year, while deliveries from Argentina soared as well. ~
One change coming with 

April price guide update
One change in the Random Lengths Lumber Price Guide 

is coming with the April 7 issue.A column for Inland Red Cedar #3&Btr boards graded 

on both faces will be added next to the traditional #3&Btr 

column on Page 7 of the 12-page weekly Random Lengths 

report.

� is column of 1x4-1x12 prices will capture the market 

for a higher quality Cedar board that is more commonly 

produced today and generates a substantial premium to 

its traditional counterpart. ~

A Mike Hammond is now president and CEO at Hammond 

Lumber Co., Belgrade, Maine. He succeeds his father, Don 

Hammond. ^ Dane Waters has joined Idaho Paci� c Lumber 

Co., Meridian, Idaho, as a commodity buyer. ^ Denny Huston 

will retire from Boise Cascade May 1 a� er nearly 50 years in the 

industry. He is currently vice president of sales and marketing, 

a position he assumed in 2012 a� er having joined the company 

in 1994. ^ � e British Columbia Wholesale Lumber Associa-

tion is holding its annual golf tournament May 9 in Burnaby, 

B.C. For more information, email vince@yaletownlumber.com. 

A Forest Economic Advisors has scheduled its annual Forest 

Products Forum September 12 at the World Forestry Center in 

Portland, Ore. � e forum will be presented in conjunction with 

the “Who Will Own the Forest?” conference. ^ � e Council of 

Forest Industries’ annual convention is scheduled April 5-7 in 

Vancouver, B.C.; for more information, visit www.co� .org. 

MDF Imports Slipped 
in 2016, But Still Strong

Source: U.S. Foreign Agricultural Service
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accounting for 96% of the total. Non-Canadian ship-

ments to the U.S. market totaled 682 million board feet, 

representing a 28.5% jump from the previous year.

Lumber supply to the U.S. market is calculated by adding 

U.S. production and imports, and then subtracting U.S. 

exports.

U.S. lumber production rose to 32.722 bbf last year, up 

3.4% from 2015. Despite the modest gain, total output 

reached its highest annual level since 2007, when domes-

tic sawmills produced 35.178 bbf.

Production in 2016 was led by the South, which produced 

17.342 bbf, up 4.1% from the previous year, and account-

ing for more than half of total output. In the West, pro-

duction gained 2.6% to 13.884 bbf. Coast region mills led 

the way with 8.384 bbf, up 2.6%, while the Inland region 

totaled 5.048 bbf, a 3.4% increase. Output in the Califor-

nia Redwood region of 453 mmbf slipped 5.0% from the 

previous year.

U.S. exports totaled 1.365 bbf in 2016, a modest 0.4% 

decline from the previous year. A 17% drop in shipments 

to Japan stood out, as did a drop in demand from several 

other Asian nations. Currency exchange was a key factor. 

Even so, Southern Pine exports to o� shore destinations 

last year set a record at 400 million board feet, which 

o�  cials with the Southern Forest Products Association 

attributed to stepped-up marketing e� orts (Random 

Lengths, February 24, 2017). ~

WWPA: After emotional start, 

2017 to bring steady growth

It’s been an emotion-charged start to the year with the 

inauguration of Donald Trump as president and the U.S.-

Canada trade-induced run in lumber prices. But once the 

emotion settles down, the U.S. economy and wood prod-

ucts demand are expected to grow steadily through 2017.

� at was the general outlook from Kevin Binam, presi-

dent and chief economist of the Western Wood Products 

Association, in a presentation March 6 at the association’s 

annual meeting in Portland, Ore.

Binam said that the post-election stock market run and 

rising economic sentiment provide hope for faster eco-

nomic growth ahead. Amid the election bump, economic 

signals are strengthening, home building remains on an 

upswing, and lumber use is on the rise.

Housing starts in the U.S. are projected to eclipse 1.3 mil-

lion units, which would represent an 11.2% increase over 

2016. Binam’s forecast calls for solid growth in the single-

family sector to 880,000 units, while multifamily starts 

are expected to hit 425,000 units. Going forward into 

2018 and 2019, the single-family sector will continue to 

drive gains in starts, while tightened lending may cause 

the multifamily sector to ease. Starts are forecast at 1.382 

million 2018 and 1.537 million in 2019.

Binam noted that with single-family home supplies his-

torically tight and home prices continuing to rise, “you 

would expect to see more construction.”

� e trend in repair and remodeling has � attened, but 

contractor sentiment remains positive, as does the out-

look for growth, although it may be slowing modestly.

� at generates a positive outlook for lumber demand. 

Total U.S. consumption is projected at 49.7 billion board 

feet in 2017, up from 47.0 bbf in 2016. Lumber use in 2018 

is forecast at 51.5 bbf (table), which would mark the � rst 

time it has eclipsed the 50 bbf level since 2007.

Net migration will drive demand geographically, led 

by the South, Binam noted. Over the past three years, 

U.S. Lumber Production Rising ...

(millions of board feet)

2016
2017

2018
2019

Coast

8,384
8,745

8,920
9,054

Inland

5,048
5,171

5,249
5,275

Redwood

453
482

501
511

South

17,342
18,297

18,937 19,695

NE/Lake States
1,496

1,523
1,538

1,553

TOTAL
32,722

34,218
35,145 36,088

As Demand Nears 50 bbf Threshold

Markets
2016

2017
2018

2019

New Homes
14,719

16,437
17,754

19,875

Repair/Remodel 17,541
18,038

18,202
18,433

Non-Residential
5,356

5,686
5,887

5,294

Ind./Other
9,381

9,542
9,616

9,752

TOTAL
46,997

49,703
51,459

53,354

Source: Western Wood Products Association.

U.S. Multifamily Starts
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�e seasonally adjusted annual rate of multi-unit starts in the 

U.S. see-sawed in late 2016, �nishing the year at 392,600 units, 

slightly below the 397,300-unit level of 2015.

Statline: A Weekly Look at Key Trends

Answers to the most 
frequently asked 

questions

About

Random Lengths Staff



Focused. Unbiased. Independent. 
Dependable. Respected. Current.

This brochure will introduce you to Random Lengths and answer some basic 
questions about the company, its staff, its policies, and its approach to reporting 
prices, market activity, and industry issues.

Random Lengths closely guards its independence, so that its readers know that 
the information provided is unbiased and dependable. The company derives 
more than 98% of its operating revenues from subscriptions and book sales. It 
does not rely on, nor is it forced or inclined to answer to, advertisers or individual 
companies paying consulting fees.

Random Lengths also does not forecast prices. The Random Lengths reports 
provide up-to-date price and market information on activity that has occurred. 
To accomplish this in an unbiased manner, we cannot have any vested interest 
in forecasts.

If you have additional questions or comments, please contact Random Lengths 
at (888) 686-9925, rlmail@rlpi.com, or fax (800) 874-7979. Contact information 
for individual members of the editorial/reporting staff are in the back section of 
this brochure.
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History, policies, and background

What is the history of Random Lengths?
Random Lengths first appeared in October 1944 as a monthly newsletter for 
the lumber industry in Western Oregon. Publication ceased during World War 
II. In 1949, a book titled “Random 
Lengths” was written by an in-
dustry association executive, Herb 
Cox. The newsletter reappeared in 
1952 as a price guide distributed 
by a lumber brokerage, also oper-
ated by Cox. In 1958, not long after 
Les Anderson joined the company, 
Random Lengths hired its f irst 
full-time employee, longtime edi-
tor Bill Dean. Dean had been the 
business editor for the Eugene (Ore.) 
Register-Guard. In the late 1960s, 
the brokerage and the publishing 
company were separated for ethi-
cal and business reasons, as Ran-
dom Lengths had grown in its role 
as a price reporting service covering 
the North American industry. From 
that time on, Random Lengths has 
focused solely on providing indepen-
dent, unbiased reports on market 
prices, activity, and issues in the industry. No one on the Random Lengths staff 
is allowed to participate in the wood products markets or the futures market.

Les Anderson (1921-2000) was a pioneer in the electronic distribution of subscrip-
tion newsletter information, utilizing the Telex machine in the early 1970s to meet 
demand for timely delivery of Random Lengths’ price guides. He also received 
NAWLA’s prestigious Mulrooney Award in 1987.

Over the years, other publications and services have been added to Random 
Lengths. They include the Yearbook, International, the Midweek Report, The 
Big Book directory of the industry, Yardstick, and Random Lengths My Print at 
www.rlmyprint.com. 

The company has 15 full-time employees. All are at the company’s office in Eu-
gene, Ore. Six staff members are editors/reporters who cover the many market 
segments Random Lengths tracks. 

The first issue of Random Lengths —  
October 1944
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Who owns Random Lengths now?
Jon Anderson, current president and pub-
lisher, is the sole owner. He began working 
for Random Lengths in 1974. The Ander-
son family has held an ownership position 
since 1958 and full ownership since the 
mid-1960s. 

You can contact Jon Anderson at (888) 686-
9925 or jpa@rlpi.com.

What are Random Lengths’ goals 
in providing information to the 
industry?

Random Lengths provides the wood products industry with unbiased, consistent, 
and timely reports of market activity and prices, related trends, issues, and analy-
sis. The company’s focus has traditionally been on North American markets, but 
Random Lengths has expanded its coverage to cover prices and developments 
in overseas supplying regions and overseas markets. The company also strives to 
deliver information to its customers in a timely and economical manner, utilizing 
modern technology.

With all that market information and all those contacts, why doesn’t 
Random Lengths forecast prices too?
Two key reasons: 1– We believe there is a conflict of interest in combining forecast-
ing with the reporting of prices, and 2– To reduce risk under U.S. antitrust laws.

Random Lengths has received many requests, particularly in readership surveys, 
to add forecasting to its services. However, a company that is paid to forecast is 
vested in those forecasts and, we believe, has a bias with regard to market behavior 

and direction. Getting paid 
to forecast, then reporting 
prices that determine the ac-
curacy of those forecasts, is a 
conflict we choose to avoid. 
With advice from our legal 
counsel and communication 
with legal counsel represent-

ing industry companies and associations, Random Lengths has in place policies 
and practices that minimize risk for the industry and for Random Lengths under 
U.S. antitrust laws. We believe Random Lengths is the only U.S.-based market 
reporting service covering the entire North American softwood products market 
that can make this claim.

Jon Anderson, President and Publisher

You don’t need a crystal ball to be 
prepared for the future. You need 

information from an unbiased, 
reliable, and independent source.
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Given its expertise in the wood products markets, Random Lengths’ 
staff might be able to assist my company with a project. Can we hire 
Random Lengths on a consulting basis?
No. To maintain independence, Random Lengths relies almost entirely on sub-
scription and book sales revenues. Being paid to consult with individual compa-
nies or groups of companies would call into question Random Lengths’ ability to 
perform its primary mission — providing independent, unbiased price and market 
reports to its entire readership.

Can I place an advertisement in a Random Lengths report or on its website?
No. Just as with consulting work, we believe our independence would be called 
into question if we received substantial revenues from some companies through the 
placement of ads in our newsletters and on our website. We do accept advertising 
in one publication, the Random Lengths Big Book directory. It represents a very 
small portion of the company’s total annual revenues.

Random Lengths’ staff members show up at a lot of industry meetings. 
Why aren’t they members of the associations?
To maintain its independence, Random Lengths does not join industry associa-
tions. Our policy assures that we are not perceived as allied or unduly favorable 
to any individual segments of the industry. This also assures that we are not as-
sociated with one side of issues within the industry. 

Why doesn’t Random Lengths have an office in                   ?
Random Lengths’ only office is in Eugene, Ore. Just as wood products are traded 
using telephones, faxes, and emails, the Random Lengths staff utilizes the same 
tools to “plug into” the trading activity to gather price and other information. 
Placing staff in other locations would also reduce important, ongoing discussions 
and exchanges of market information and observations among our reporting staff.

How prices are reported in Random Lengths

Who decides the prices reported by Random Lengths?
Each editor/reporter is responsible for covering specific species and product 
groups. Each of the six individuals involved in reporting the market segments 
has one to four assignments. Two market segments, Southern Pine lumber and 
OSB, are covered by two members of the staff. Market information received from 
the hundreds of sources contacted each week is regularly shared and discussed 
within the staff. 
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What is the background of the 
reporting/editorial staff of  
Random Lengths?
Most of the staff has come to Random 
Lengths as trained and experienced jour-
nalists. Publisher Jon Anderson is an ex-
ception, having started work at Random 
Lengths shortly after completing his un-
dergraduate degree in economics. By de-
sign, none of the staff has previously been 
involved in the buying and selling of wood 
products. This ensures that they do not have 
any conscious or subconscious biases about 

the markets and prices from a supplier or buyer perspective. Professional journalists 
strive for objectivity, and they are trained to gather information, conduct inter-
views, and compile the information in a usable and readable form. The Random 
Lengths staff is not allowed to be involved in the trading of wood products or 
related futures markets. 

Details about individuals on our editorial staff, their market reporting and news 
assignments, and their email addresses can be found in the back section of this 
brochure.

Who does the Random Lengths staff contact in gathering information 
from the market?
The Random Lengths staff conducts hundreds of telephone interviews each week 
with buyers and sellers of the products covered in Random Lengths’ reports. These 
contacts include producers, wholesalers, distributors, secondary manufacturers, 
buying groups, treaters, and some large retailers. 

In contact with buyers, Random Lengths focuses on prices of actual, completed 
purchases direct from producers. In contact with producers, the focus is on prices of 
actual, completed open-market sales. Calls are made to buyers as well as producers 
to get equal input from both sides of the trading table. Sources of price and market 
information range from large corporations to small, single-mill operations, and 
from large wholesale/distribution firms to one-person wholesale offices. 

For both legal and ethical reasons, Random Lengths does not divulge the names of 
its sources of information. Random Lengths will not and does not act as a conduit 
for price information between individual producers and customers.

How does the Random Lengths staff obtain its information? 
Editors on the staff contact sources who are directly involved in selling or buying 
the products. The number of sources contacted varies, depending on the product 

Shawn Church, Editor
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group. Most sources are contacted each week, some are contacted every two or 
three weeks, and some are contacted on an irregular basis.

The staff uses phone interviews as the primary method of gathering information. 
Our valued sources provide information week-in, week-out through the ups and 
downs of the market. This provides Random Lengths with a consistent base of 
information on which to base its reports. Consistent contact with our sources 
leads to consistency in the prices reported. Only through phone interviews can 
we fully cover the many variables that affect sources’ selling/buying prices so that 
they can be appropriately factored into the reported prices. And, only through 
phone interviews can we ask probing questions that provide us with a greater 
understanding of the markets and market activity.

Additional price and market information is obtained via faxes and emails sent by 
regular sources. An automated system is available to provide forms to sources who 
would like to submit information via email or fax. Potential sources who wish to 
participate regularly in the Random Lengths surveys are invited to submit market 
information via the toll-free fax number, (800) 874-7979, or call (888) 686-9925, 
and you will be directed to a member of the staff to assist you.

What does Random Lengths do 
to make certain the information 
gathered is accurate?
Random Lengths takes steps it deems ap-
propriate to ensure the accuracy and com-
pleteness of the information it obtains. 
Those steps can include investigation of the 
information by our journalistically trained 
staff, and dropping sources whose informa-
tion has proved untrustworthy.

Random Lengths does not pay its sources 
to induce them to provide information to 
us, nor do we accept remuneration from sources in order to include their infor-
mation in the data on which we base our reports. No source is required to give 
us information, nor are we required to obtain information from any source. The 
identities of our sources and all of the information they provide to us are kept 
strictly confidential.

What prices are included in the Random Lengths information base?
Our focus is on actual, completed open-market transactions between producers 
and their customers during the week of publication. Prices of contractual transac-
tions based on Random Lengths or other similar third-party reporting services 
are not considered when reporting prices. 

Pete Malliris, Associate Editor
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Besides prices, what other information does Random Lengths  
gather from sources?
The staff is aware of and takes into account volumes sold, quality, tallies, mill loca-
tion, shipping times, transportation modes, and other factors that affect prices and 
the markets. The confidential phone interviews are the keys to our understanding 
and tracking of the many variables. Our awareness of them allows us to report 
prices as consistently as possible.

How is each reported price in Random Lengths determined?
Ultimately, a price reported by Random Lengths is the careful judgment of the 
editor responsible. Each editor employs consistent reporting methods and carefully 
weighs all the information received. While examining the prices reported by the 
many sources contacted, consideration is also given to volumes sold, quality, tal-
lies, mill location, shipping times, transportation modes, and any other variables 
that may affect prices.

What does a price published in Random Lengths represent?
A price reported by Random Lengths is a benchmark, or indicator, of the trading 
level of an item at the time of publication.

Prices reported are judgments of market 
prices just prior to publication of the weekly 
report. Each price shown falls within the 
range of prices reported by those sources 
contacted. 

A reported price is not an average of the 
prices reported to the Random Lengths 
staff. It is not the price for the item for the 
week following publication (that is, it is not 
a projected price for future transactions). It 
is not the only price at which transactions 
took place during the week of publication.

Prices reported in Random Lengths repre-
sent transactions between manufacturers and their customers. Most are reported 
on an “f.o.b. mill” basis, but some prices are reported on a “delivered” basis. These 
delivered prices are indicated by footnotes in the price guide.

Does the Random Lengths staff use averages, formulas, or correlations 
to report prices?
No. We do not use averaging (straight or weighted), nor do we use historical cor-
relations to determine reported prices. For example, we do not correlate prices 

Jeff Redd, Associate Editor
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of specified lengths with random loadings. 
Market forces establish those correlations, 
but at times relationships between prices 
can become what might be considered ab-
normal. If that occurs, Random Lengths 
does not make a judgment about what is 
normal or abnormal and adjust a price away 
from levels reported by sources in the mar-
ket. Prices and trends that are outside what 
is considered the norm are left to the market 
to correct.

We also do not average prices reported to 
us over the course of a full week. Our goal 
is to deliver price information that is as current as possible. Therefore, and par-
ticularly in a fast-moving market, prices from transactions early in a week may 
have little or no bearing on what is reported in the full, weekly price guides that 
are released late in the week.

Does Random Lengths “weight” information from companies based on 
their size and market share?
The Random Lengths staff is aware of the size of companies in the market. How-
ever, size is not the only factor in determining a company’s impact on prices. How 
much of a company’s sales/purchases are open-market transactions (vs. contractual 
sales with prices based on a third-party price reporting service) is a key factor in 
how much “weight” a company’s information carries.

A simplified example: a company that produces 500 million board feet annually 
with none sold on contracts can have more impact in the price discovery (and 
therefore price reporting) process than a company that produces 1 billion board 
feet annually and has 750 million board feet of its output tied to such contracts 
based on previously reported prices and just 250 million board feet to sell on the 
open market.

Even large companies with sales heavy to open-market transactions can go through 
weeks in which their impact on the market and prices is reduced from what may 
be normal. Product mix decisions, the length of order files, downtime due to 
scheduled maintenance, market-related shutdowns, labor issues, or catastrophes 
are some of the factors that can reduce a producer’s impact on a price of a single 
item or on prices of a group of items over a week or more.

And, medium and smaller operations can potentially have significant impact on 
a market in which they compete against much larger suppliers.

Craig Murphy, Assistant Editor
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Is a price reported by Random Lengths the only price at which an item 
traded?
No. Because of the many variables in the marketplace and how those variables are 
involved in each transaction (tally, mill location, quality, shipping mode, volume, 
for example), a price reported in Random Lengths does not reflect the only price 
at which an item has been sold.

If Random Lengths publishes $300 for item x, doesn’t that mean I can 
buy or sell that item at $300?

No. Random Lengths reports prices during 
the week of publication. The price guide 
provides a historical record as soon as it is 
released. Prices may lag the market depend-
ing on how rapidly they are moving up or 
down. Reported prices represent transac-
tions just prior to the time of publication. 
Random Lengths does not anticipate the 
prices at which producers may sell after the 
price guide has been released.

Why do Random Lengths’ reported 
prices seem to lag the market?

Random Lengths is sometimes criticized for “lagging the market.” However, 
that is the nature of the service we provide. We don’t predict prices or forecast 
trends. Random Lengths provides a historical record of prices. Therefore, the 
determination of reported prices is not clouded by predictions or expectations. A 
price reported in Random Lengths is a benchmark of the price at which a product 
traded at the time of publication. In a fast-moving market, prices will lag to a 
degree based on how quickly prices are changing. Reported prices are intended 
to provide a snapshot, telling readers a lot, but not everything, about the market.

Should I care about the small print in the price guide?
Yes. The footnotes in the Random Lengths price guides are important to readers 
wishing to fully understand the reported prices. Please request “How to Read 
Random Lengths” from our office for additional explanation of reported prices 
and the footnotes.

Ted Shorack, Assistant Editor
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Basing contract prices on price reporting services 
like Random Lengths

Should I base a contract to sell/buy on the price(s) reported by  
Random Lengths or another reporting service?
Random Lengths does not endorse or promote this practice. Contracts can remove 
large volumes from the ongoing price discovery process in the market.

They make our job of reporting prices more difficult — sometimes much more 
difficult. Contracts can never factor in all the nuances of the market that come 
out in negotiated deals. Heavy use of third-party contracts muddles the market’s 
price discovery process by reducing the volume sold in the open market.

Complaints about prices reported in Random Lengths most frequently come 
from participants in contractual deals who feel they are getting the “short end” 
in a fast-moving market. Prices can change (sometimes significantly) by the time 
our report is in readers’ hands.

Contracts tend to be particularly contentious in weak markets. Then, buyers who 
buy on reported prices are faced with great difficulty keeping their sales prices 
profitable. The secondary market can fall more rapidly than mill prices, especially 
when mills have long order files. 

Does Random Lengths include prices 
from contracts based on third-party 
price reports in its information base?
No. Some have suggested that we should 
consider prices from contracts based on the 
previous week’s price levels when arriving 
at reported prices for a current week. In 
our opinion, doing so would increase anti-
trust risk and cause our reported prices to 
become circular and of questionable value. 
Our policy has been reviewed by our legal 
counsel and is supported by the legal counsel of a major industry association. Again, 
Random Lengths’ policy is to limit risk under trade laws as much as possible.

Don’t contracts reduce price volatility?
Random Lengths believes the opposite since contracts with prices based on third-
party price reporting reduce the volumes of product offered to the open market 
and involved in the price discovery process.

Joe Pruski, Assistant Editor
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Distribution of Random Lengths reports and 
copyrights

How are the Random Lengths reports distributed?
Random Lengths uses the latest technology to ensure that its subscribers can 
receive the reports in a timely fashion. The reports are available via email (PDF, 
spreadsheet, and database formats), fax, or postal delivery.

Why can’t I get the Random Lengths reports on the Random Lengths 
website?
Some subscribers have suggested that Random Lengths offer its reports on the 
company website. However, email file attachments remain the fastest and most 
reliable internet delivery method for the thousands of subscribers needing expe-
ditious service. 

So why should I check the Random Lengths website?
Through the Random Lengths website at www.randomlengths.com, you can easily 
sign up for free WoodWire news alerts, which provide readers with a steady flow 
of widely available information (production figures, housing starts, key economic 
data, etc.). Random Lengths edits the news so that it is focused solely on informa-
tion relating to the wood products industry.

What other services does Random Lengths provide?
Random Lengths’ other newsletters include a bi-weekly report, International, 
covering the worldwide trade in softwood products; and Yardstick, a monthly 
compilation of statistics. Random Lengths My Print (www.rlmyprint.com) is a 
web-based service providing subscribers with on-demand graphs and custom 
price reports for every price reported by Random Lengths since 1995. It offers 
a 30-day no-obligation free trial. The Random Lengths Big Book is a directory 
of primary and secondary producers and wholesale/distributors in the North 
American industry. 

Copyrights and Random Lengths’ reports

Can I redistribute Random Lengths reports to my customers/suppliers?
No. All Random Lengths reports, regardless of delivery method, are protected 
by U.S. copyright laws and international copyright agreements. Copyright in-
fringement occurs when any portion of any Random Lengths report is regularly 
redistributed in any form (hard copy, fax, email, computer files, etc.). It also 
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occurs when Random Lengths prices are used to derive other prices, which are 
then redistributed.

Anyone infringing a copyright exposes their employer to significant liability. If 
the holder of a registered copyright prevails in an infringement case, U.S. laws 
and international agreements provide for the copyright holder to be awarded 
significant statutory damages, plus attorney fees and costs.

For registered works — and all Random Lengths reports are registered — the 
minimum statutory damages are $750 per infringement. So, in the case of a weekly 
report, the minimum liability for infringing a copyright each week for a full year 
would be $39,000. Subscriptions are a whole lot cheaper.

Courts have upheld publishers in cases involving unauthorized fax, email, com-
puter, and website distribution of copyrighted information. Random Lengths 
forbids the redistribution of its reports, or any portion of its reports, from one 
location to another, within or outside of a company. Infringement also occurs when 
copyrighted price reports, like the Random Lengths Price Guide, are transferred 
and included in other reports, such as internal company reports, on a regular 
basis without permission from the publisher.

Has Random Lengths ever filed a copyright infringement case?
Yes. In 2004, Random Lengths filed a copyright infringement suit in Federal 
District Court, Portland, Oregon. The case was settled out of court later that year, 
with the defendant paying a six-figure amount to Random Lengths and the court 
enjoining the company from copying or retransmitting Random Lengths’ reports. 

In 2006, after several months of communication with the alleged infringer, Ran-
dom Lengths filed another copyright infringement suit. An out-of-court settlement 
was reached in 2007; it also included a six-figure payment by the defendant to 
Random Lengths.

Random Lengths will remain focused on providing subscribers with the best 
possible information about wood products markets and related trends and is-
sues. And, our primary approach toward copyrights with our readership will be 
to educate. We don’t want to be copyright policemen. However, we must protect 
our copyrights to remain a viable information provider to our valued subscribers. 
Random Lengths relies almost exclusively on revenues from subscriptions and 
book sales. Unlike many publishers, we do not depend on advertising revenues.

Why does Random Lengths remind us so often of its copyrights?
We believe the vast majority of our subscribers do the right thing and respect our 
copyrights. However, modern technology allows for easy redistribution of informa-
tion, whether it’s authorized or not. Reminders to our readership are important 
to Random Lengths’ ability to pursue those few who infringe our copyrights.
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Random Lengths’ independence and quality as a price and market information 
service depend on subscription-fee support from our readers. In addition to being 
illegal, unauthorized retransmission of our reports, or portions of our reports, 
diverts revenues from our company. This ultimately pushes up subscription rates 
and works against our goal of providing the best reports possible to our readership 
at economical rates. Discounted supplemental rates are available to companies 
that require subscriptions for branch offices and locations. Subscribers can call 
(888) 686-9925 to add subscriptions for branch offices.

I have a question about copyright laws and Random Lengths.  
Who should I contact?
If you have questions about copyright laws and how they apply to Random 
Lengths’ publications, including the email and faxed version of the reports, please 
contact Jon Anderson, publisher, at (888) 686-9925, jpa@rlpi.com, P.O. Box 867, 
Eugene, OR 97440. 

Can I put some of the Random Lengths information that is free on 
its website and in “WoodWire” on my company’s website or in my 
company’s newsletter?
Not without permission from Random Lengths. Random Lengths attempts to ac-
commodate such requests, while maintaining the policy that we want the industry 
to come to us for our information, not go elsewhere to find it. Please contact Ran-
dom Lengths with such requests and we will do our best to work something out.

I have a question/criticism. How do I contact Random Lengths?
We would like our readers to know who we are, what we do, and how we do it. 
Questions about Random Lengths frequently arise among both new and long-
time readers. Please contact us directly. You will be directed to the individual 
staff member who can best address your comments and questions. 

Random Lengths Publications, Inc. 
Mail: P.O. Box 867, Eugene, OR 97440-0867 

Office: 450 Country Club Road #240, Eugene, OR 97401-6078 
Phone: 541-686-9925 | Fax: 541-686-9629  

Email: rlmail@rlpi.com | Website: www.randomlengths.com 
Toll-Free Phone: (888) 686-9925 (from the U.S. and Canada) 

Toll-Free Fax: (800) 874-7979 (from the U.S. and Canada)
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The Random Lengths Reporting and Editorial Staff
Feel free to contact any staff member. Call (888) 686-9925 in U.S. and Canada, 
or (541) 686-9925. Email addresses are below.

Jon Anderson
President/Publisher, jpa@rlpi.com

Jon Anderson joined Random Lengths in 1974. He 
was named president and publisher in 1984-1985. 
Anderson graduated from Cornell University, Itha-
ca, N.Y., in 1971 with a bachelor’s degree in econom-
ics. He and his wife have a son in college and two 
grown children from his first marriage. Anderson 
was a competitive long distance runner from 1966-
1984, and was a member of the U.S. Olympic Team 
in 1972 and won the Boston Marathon in 1973. An-
derson’s hobbies include golf, skiing, jogging, and 
travel. 

Shawn Church
Editor, Random Lengths, shawn@rlpi.com
Reporting Assignments: Western S-P-F; Veneer.
News Assignments: Housing/Monetary; Timber 

Supply/Resource Issues.

Shawn Church has been covering markets for Ran-
dom Lengths since 1990. Before joining the com-
pany, he was a business reporter covering the timber 
and wood products industry in Roseburg, Oregon. 
He is a 1983 graduate of Oregon State University, 
with a bachelor’s degree in journalism and a minor 
in resource conservation. 

He was named editor of Random Lengths in 2003 
following the retirement of veteran editor Burrle El-
more. He is married with three grown children and 
three grandchildren. He is a sports fan (Oregon State 
Beavers, especially), and big-game hunter.

Jon Anderson

Shawn Church
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Jeff Redd
Editor, Daily WoodWire
Associate Editor, jeff@rlpi.com
Reporting Assignments: Green Douglas Fir; Coast 

Dry Framing; OSB North/Canada.
News Assignments: Engineered Wood Products; 

Trade with Canada; Retail Market 
Indicators.

Jeff Redd joined Random Lengths in 1995. Previ-
ously he was a newspaper reporter, most recently as 
sports editor for The Olympian, Olympia, Wash-
ington. He has a bachelor’s degree in journalism 
from the University of Oregon. Jeff is married and 
has five children. In his free time, he enjoys playing 
golf and is an avid college football fan (especially of 
the Oregon Ducks).

Pete Malliris
Associate Editor, pete@rlpi.com
Editor, International
Reporting Assignments: Eastside & Central SYP; 

Treated SYP; OSB South.
News Assignments: Imports/Exports; Internation-

al Markets; Transportation/Freight Rates.

Pete Malliris joined Random Lengths in January 
2000. Previously he worked for 13 years as a reporter 
and editor for several newspapers in Oregon. Mal-
liris graduated from the University of Oregon with 
a bachelor’s degree in journalism in 1984. Pete is 
married and has four grown daughters. He enjoys 
golf, swimming, fishing, and being outdoors with his 
Labrador Retrievers.

Craig Murphy
Assistant Editor, craig@rlpi.com
Editor, Yardstick
Reporting Assignments: Eastern S-P-F;  Cedar; 

Shakes & Shingles; Western Plywood.
News Assignments: Labor; Production/

Curtailments.

Jeff Redd

Pete Malliris

Craig Murphy
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Craig Murphy joined Random Lengths in 2016 after 
18 years working for newspapers and websites, most 
recently two weekly newspapers in Oregon. 

He has a bachelor’s degree in communications from 
Washington State University. Craig is married and 
has a son. In his free time, Craig enjoys camping, 
spending time with family and watching auto racing 
and football, especially his beloved Cougs.

Ted Shorack
Assistant Editor, ted@rlpi.com
Reporting Assignments: Westside SYP; Shop; 

Southern Plywood.
News Assignments: Financial Results.

Ted Shorack joined Random Lengths in 2016 af-
ter working for newspapers in Oregon. He has a 
bachelor’s degree in history and a master’s degree in 
journalism from the University of Oregon. He enjoys 
reading about history and finds time to hike, camp 
and play team sports in city leagues.

Joe Pruski
Assistant Editor, joe@rlpi.com
Reporting Assignments: Inland Dry Framing; 

Boards; Euro Boards; Particleboard & 
MDF.

News Assignments: Futures; Yardnotes.

Joe Pruski joined Random Lengths in April 2017 
after working as a newspaper reporter and editor for 
six years. Most recently, Pruski served as associate 
editor of the DeForest Times-Tibune, a weekly paper 
near Madison, Wis. 

He and his wife live in Eugene. Out of the office 
Pruski enjoys hiking, biking and cheering on Chi-
cago sports teams — especially his hometown Cubs.

Joe Pruski

Ted Shorack
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Other Random Lengths Staff
Feel free to contact any staff member. Call (888) 686-9925 in U.S. and Canada, 
or (541) 686-9925. Email addresses are below.

Subscriber Services Staff
Janna Land, Business Manager, 
janna@rlpi.com
Joy Knick, Subscriber Services, 
joy@rlpi.com

Marketing and 
Production Staff
Nancy West, Marketing and 
Production Director,  
nancy@rlpi.com
Terri Richards, Big Book 
Production Manager, 
bigbook@rlpi.com
Amber Fitzgerald, Publishing 
Assistant/Transmissions, 
amber@rlpi.com
Marika Banyacski, Marketing 
and Design Coordinator, 
marika@rlpi.com
Adrienne West, Data Entry 
Clerk, adrienne@rlpi.com

Computer Services Staff
Dan Guzman, Computer 
Services Manager,  
dan@rlpi.com
Rich Dudley, Support Tech / 
Developer, rich@rlpi.com

Joy Knick and Janna Land

Dan Guzman and Rich Dudley

Amber Fitzgerald, Adrienne West, Nancy West, Marika Banyacski
(Not present in photo, Terri Richards)
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Random Lengths Publications and Services
Random Lengths

The most widely circulated market re-
port in the forest products industry. Each 
weekly 12-page issue contains pinpointed 
prices of more than 1,600 items of soft-
wood lumber, panels, and other wood 
products. Also included are concise, un-
biased analyses of trading patterns and 
reports of important industry trends and 
events.

My Print at RLMYPRINT.COM
30-day FREE no-obligation trial for a 
website that helps you create your own 
on-demand graphs and custom price 
reports using Random Lengths histori-
cal prices. Select from the more than 
1,600 prices reported weekly by Random 
Lengths since 1995, and update reports 
automatically as soon as new prices are 
released. Easily imported into your pre-
sentation or report.

Midweek
An update of key prices reported in Ran-
dom Lengths, with a brief report on trad-
ing activity. Midweek is delivered each 
Wednesday morning via fax and email.

On-Release Email & Fax Services
Random Lengths, International, and 
Yardstick are available to readers as 
soon as they are released by email PDF. 
Subscribers may receive early on-release 
Lumber, Panel, or Midweek reports via 
fax, email PDF, email spreadsheet, and 
email database. 

International
The bi-weekly newsletter on the global 
markets for wood products, with prices 
and market summaries covering North 
American lumber and panel items sold in 
international markets. Statistics from all 
major supplying and consuming regions 
in the world are included. 

Yardstick
The most complete monthly measure of 
the wood products industry. 24-pages 
strong, with key wood products statistics 

and economic indicators in easy-to-read 
charts and tables. Allows you to track 
historical trends with year-to-date and 
previous-year comparisons.

The Big Book
The directory of the North American 
wood products industry, listing softwood 
lumber and panel producers, secondary 
manufacturers, wholesalers, distributors, 
and other companies and associations 
related to the industry. The easy-to-use 
guide is organized to give you quick and 
easy access to the companies and indi-
viduals you want to reach and the infor-
mation you need to know.

The Yearbook
The essential companion for planning 
and research, with 11-year price histories 
for more than 310 key items of lumber, 
plywood, OSB, particleboard, shingles, 
and shakes. Five-year graphs allow at-a-
glance comparisons of price movement 
among species and items.

Terms Of The Trade
A comprehensive reference to the lan-
guage of the forest products industry. 
More than 11,000 industry terms are 
defined and explained. This hardbound 
book will be a valuable, entertaining, and 
often-used addition to your office.

Buying & Selling Softwood 
Lumber & Panels

A must-have for every training program! 
This book is loaded with useful informa-
tion about the art of buying and selling 
wood products. Designed for working 
traders at all levels of the distribution 
chain, it’s must reading for all of your 
new or current employees!

WWW.RANDOMLENGTHS.COM
Visit our website, and sign up for FREE 
Daily WoodWire Email News Alerts to 
find out when new articles are posted in 
this popular section. View samples of 
Random Lengths publications.
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Florida, Texas, Washington, California, and North Caro-

lina have led population gains. � e hottest states in 2016, 

as measured by single-family permits, were Florida, Cali-

fornia, Georgia, North Carolina, and Tennessee.

On the supply side, U.S. lumber production is forecast at 

34.2 bbf in 2017, up from 32.7 bbf in 2016. � e South will 

continue to dominate, with output expected to top 18 bbf. 

� e Coast will lead the way in the West with 8.7 bbf, and 

the Inland producing 5.2 bbf (table).
Imports from Canada are forecast to remain on an up-

ward track, rising to 15.8 bbf this year from 15.2 bbf in 

2016. Shipments from Europe and Latin America are 

expected to grow, as well. ~MDF imports heavy to
flooring, still strong

A� er shattering records the previous two years, U.S. im-

ports of medium density � berboard from o� shore suppli-

ers faded in 2016 but sustained a high level by historical 

standards.
Imports from overseas fell to 3.33 million cubic meters, 

down 33% from the record 4.99 million cubic meters 

shipped in 2015. Nonetheless, last year’s volume ranked 

third all-time since the U.S. Foreign Agricultural Service 

began reporting MDF imports in 1989.

Shipments from China and Germany plunged 53% and 

31%, respectively. However, those two countries com-

bined accounted for 74% of total o� shore shipments to 

the U.S. in 2016.� e vast majority of imported MDF is shipped in the 

form of laminated boards most commonly used as � oor-

ing. MDF import statistics also encompass a variety of 

other items.
Imports from Chile, for example, are heavy to mouldings, 

while stock imported from New Zealand is primarily 

3mm to 6mm panels.Commodity panels that compete directly with the most 

commonly produced thicknesses within North America, 

such as 5/8-inch and 3/4-inch panels, represent a rela-

tively small portion of total imports. � is distinction has 

created a measure of confusion in the past among those 

unfamiliar with the codes the FAS uses to compile MDF 

import statistics.Some o� shore suppliers ramped up shipments to the U.S. 

sharply, mitigating the downward trend evident in im-

ports from China and Germany. 
Imports from New Zealand jumped 65% compared to 

2015, posting a fourth consecutive annual gain.

European countries other than Germany, such as Austria, 

Belgium, and Spain increased exports to the U.S. signi� -

cantly last year, taking advantage of steady demand and a 

strong dollar vis-à-vis the euro. 
In South America, shipments from Chile gained 11% to 

406,000 cubic meters. Imports from Brazil tripled last 

year, while deliveries from Argentina soared as well. ~

One change coming with 
April price guide update

One change in the Random Lengths Lumber Price Guide 

is coming with the April 7 issue.
A column for Inland Red Cedar #3&Btr boards graded 

on both faces will be added next to the traditional #3&Btr 

column on Page 7 of the 12-page weekly Random Lengths 

report.
� is column of 1x4-1x12 prices will capture the market 

for a higher quality Cedar board that is more commonly 

produced today and generates a substantial premium to 

its traditional counterpart. ~

A Mike Hammond is now president and CEO at Hammond 

Lumber Co., Belgrade, Maine. He succeeds his father, Don 

Hammond. ^ Dane Waters has joined Idaho Paci� c Lumber 

Co., Meridian, Idaho, as a commodity buyer. ^ Denny Huston 

will retire from Boise Cascade May 1 a� er nearly 50 years in the 

industry. He is currently vice president of sales and marketing, 

a position he assumed in 2012 a� er having joined the company 

in 1994. ^ � e British Columbia Wholesale Lumber Associa-

tion is holding its annual golf tournament May 9 in Burnaby, 

B.C. For more information, email vince@yaletownlumber.com. 

A Forest Economic Advisors has scheduled its annual Forest 

Products Forum September 12 at the World Forestry Center in 

Portland, Ore. � e forum will be presented in conjunction with 

the “Who Will Own the Forest?” conference. ^ � e Council of 

Forest Industries’ annual convention is scheduled April 5-7 in 

Vancouver, B.C.; for more information, visit www.co� .org. 

MDF Imports Slipped 
in 2016, But Still Strong

Source: U.S. Foreign Agricultural Service
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of the narrows dropped by double digits for a second-consec-

utive week. 2x8&wdr fell in smaller increments. Downside 

was limited on 12-inch, as it was viewed as a relative value 

compared to competing species. #3 2x4 so� ened in step with 

#2&Btr, but all other #3 prices and Economy at least held; #3 

2x6 gained. MSR mills opened to modest counters, but buy-

ers kept a low pro� le, working o�  their own inventories.

Trading in Eastern S-P-F picked up at midweek. Buyers 

in need of coverage tested mills with counters. Most mills 

opened to modest countero� ers, but some held to their 

quotes. Car and truck shortages slowed shipments, giving 

mills some bu� er. Some traders sensed � eld inventories had 

thinned, and anticipated a near-term round of buying. With 

the Canadian dollar weakening, mills realized stronger 

returns on sales to the U.S. Mixed loadings garnered strong 

premiums to straight loads. #1&2 2x4 and 2x6 weakened in 

U.S. markets. 2x4 14-foot was a bright spot among straight 

lengths. #3 2x6 strengthened in all markets.
Coast ^ Recent weakness in other framing lumber species, 

particularly Canadian S-P-F, � ltered into Coast dry framing. 

Hem-Fir producers opened to counters on most widths, with 

the narrows particularly vulnerable. Reported prices � nished 

$5-8 lower, with the exception of #2&Btr 2x10, which held. 

Some buyers � lled holes in inventories, but were hesitant to 

purchase in volume. Local truckload business was spotty 

due to heavy rain. In dry Douglas Fir, weakness was most 

apparent in 2x4. Reported prices of #1&Btr and #2&Btr fell 

by double digits. A number of traders noted competitively 

priced stock from Canadian mills. 2x6 held in best, and 

prices were reported on both sides of last week’s levels. 

Inland ^ Some Inland producers were willing to negoti-

ate slightly o�  their list prices on selected items. However, 

others reported the sporadic sales pace was enough to hold 

� rm. Fir&Larch #2&Btr 2x10 gained about $5 at Inland 

mills, while other widths were unchanged. In contrast, 

#2&Btr o� erings out of the B.C. Interior slipped $5-10. A 

few more prompt loadings of White Fir/Hem-Fir showed up 

and prices of Std&Btr/#2&Btr 2x4 through 2x8 slipped $3-5. 

O� erings of #2&Btr 2x12 from mills in Northern California 

were reported as low as $385. In MSR, Fir&Larch 2x4 1800f 

sold readily, but both 2x4 and 2x6 2400f were available for 

prompt shipment. Traders noted the small premium 2x6 

1800f held over #2&Btr.
Green Framing Lumber

Douglas Fir ^ Mill sales of green Fir Std/#2&Btr di-

mension remained quiet, and reports on the market were all 

over the map. Spreading weakness in prices of dry species 

kept buyers on the sidelines, but for the most part, produc-

ers of green Fir held quotes. Mill salesmen remained con-

vinced that buyers in California were close to replenishing 

their inventories. While some buyers stepped in for modest 

purchases, many waited to see if prices retreated following 

the recent rally. “We are treading water and waiting to see 

who blinks � rst,” said one mill salesman. Reported prices 

of most widths of Std/#2&Btr were unchanged at Portland-

rate mills, although 2x10 gained $5 at midweek and held. 

In #1&Btr 2x4, widely di� ering reports emerged. Some held 

quotes, while a few deals were reported at prices well below 

last week’s levels. In Northern California, prices of wide 

dimension gained. Sales of low grade slowed, and prices of 

Utility and #3 held. Reports on Economy were mixed; some 

buyers said they couldn’t � nd coverage at reported levels. 

4-inch dimension prices were � rm to higher. Stud LumberA Prices of studs came under downward pressure, with 

trends in Western S-P-F particularly weak. One major in 

Western Canada was particularly aggressive in probing for 

trading levels on 2x4-9s. Reported prices re� ected $20-plus 

drops for the week. 2x4 8-foot fell by double digits. 2x6 

prices were more resilient, but dipped nonetheless. Over-

supply led to weakness in 2x4-9s in Eastern S-P-F; reported 

prices dropped up to $15. Tight supply led to strength for 

2x3-8s in most markets. 2x4-8s and 2x6-9s were wobbly, 

but 2x6-8s fared better. 2x4-10s were weak. A quiet week of 

sales in green Fir le�  prices � at to lower. Some producers 

lowered their quotes on 2x4-9s to compete with dry o� er-

ings, but found few takers. 2x4-10s also fell.
Prices of dry Douglas Fir remained so�  through the week. 

A growing number of producers had quick-shipping loads 

available, but buyers mostly stayed on the sidelines waiting 

for further downside. Double-digit cuts were reported on 

9-footers in both 2x4 and 2x6. Hem-Fir o� erings remained 

slim, and producers held asking levels � at. Prices at Inland 

mills weakened, with all but two reported items losing 

$5-15; Fir&larch 2x4-8s and ES-LP 2x6-9s were the excep-

tion. Fir&Larch 2x4 and 2x6 9-footers led the declines, with 

quotes dipping to as low as $400 and $405, respectively. Sti�  

competition for orders from the key Texas market pushed 

� ngerjointed prices $10-15 lower.Lumber Composite Price Comparisons1
This

Week
Last

Week
Year
Ago WeeklyChanges($)*

Random-Length Dimension
01_LCGZ_Dim.txt

02_LCHA_Stud.txt

03_LCHB_Low.txt 

04_LCHC_Brd.txt

05_LCHD_Shop.txt

06_LCHE_CstDry.txt

07_LCHF_Inland.txt

08_LCHG_SYP.txt

09_LCHH_WSPF.txt

10_LCHI_ESPF.txt

11_LCHJ_GrDF.txt

Stud 01_LCGZ_Dim.txt

02_LCHA_Stud.txt

03_LCHB_Low.txt 

04_LCHC_Brd.txt

05_LCHD_Shop.txt

06_LCHE_CstDry.txt

07_LCHF_Inland.txt

08_LCHG_SYP.txt

09_LCHH_WSPF.txt

10_LCHI_ESPF.txt

11_LCHJ_GrDF.txt

Low-Grade Random Dimension

01_LCGZ_Dim.txt

02_LCHA_Stud.txt

03_LCHB_Low.txt 

04_LCHC_Brd.txt

05_LCHD_Shop.txt

06_LCHE_CstDry.txt

07_LCHF_Inland.txt

08_LCHG_SYP.txt

09_LCHH_WSPF.txt

10_LCHI_ESPF.txt

11_LCHJ_GrDF.txt

Board

01_LCGZ_Dim.txt

02_LCHA_Stud.txt

03_LCHB_Low.txt 

04_LCHC_Brd.txt

05_LCHD_Shop.txt

06_LCHE_CstDry.txt

07_LCHF_Inland.txt

08_LCHG_SYP.txt

09_LCHH_WSPF.txt

10_LCHI_ESPF.txt

11_LCHJ_GrDF.txt

Shop and Mldg&Btr

01_LCGZ_Dim.txt

02_LCHA_Stud.txt

03_LCHB_Low.txt 

04_LCHC_Brd.txt

05_LCHD_Shop.txt

06_LCHE_CstDry.txt

07_LCHF_Inland.txt

08_LCHG_SYP.txt

09_LCHH_WSPF.txt

10_LCHI_ESPF.txt

11_LCHJ_GrDF.txt

Coast Dry Random and Stud

01_LCGZ_Dim.txt

02_LCHA_Stud.txt

03_LCHB_Low.txt 

04_LCHC_Brd.txt

05_LCHD_Shop.txt

06_LCHE_CstDry.txt

07_LCHF_Inland.txt

08_LCHG_SYP.txt

09_LCHH_WSPF.txt

10_LCHI_ESPF.txt

11_LCHJ_GrDF.txt

Inland

01_LCGZ_Dim.txt

02_LCHA_Stud.txt

03_LCHB_Low.txt 

04_LCHC_Brd.txt

05_LCHD_Shop.txt

06_LCHE_CstDry.txt

07_LCHF_Inland.txt

08_LCHG_SYP.txt

09_LCHH_WSPF.txt

10_LCHI_ESPF.txt

11_LCHJ_GrDF.txt

Southern Pine

01_LCGZ_Dim.txt

02_LCHA_Stud.txt

03_LCHB_Low.txt 

04_LCHC_Brd.txt

05_LCHD_Shop.txt

06_LCHE_CstDry.txt

07_LCHF_Inland.txt

08_LCHG_SYP.txt

09_LCHH_WSPF.txt

10_LCHI_ESPF.txt

11_LCHJ_GrDF.txt

Western S-P-F

01_LCGZ_Dim.txt

02_LCHA_Stud.txt

03_LCHB_Low.txt 

04_LCHC_Brd.txt

05_LCHD_Shop.txt

06_LCHE_CstDry.txt

07_LCHF_Inland.txt

08_LCHG_SYP.txt

09_LCHH_WSPF.txt

10_LCHI_ESPF.txt

11_LCHJ_GrDF.txt

Eastern S-P-F

01_LCGZ_Dim.txt

02_LCHA_Stud.txt

03_LCHB_Low.txt 

04_LCHC_Brd.txt

05_LCHD_Shop.txt

06_LCHE_CstDry.txt

07_LCHF_Inland.txt

08_LCHG_SYP.txt

09_LCHH_WSPF.txt

10_LCHI_ESPF.txt

11_LCHJ_GrDF.txt

Green Douglas Fir

01_LCGZ_Dim.txt

02_LCHA_Stud.txt

03_LCHB_Low.txt 

04_LCHC_Brd.txt

05_LCHD_Shop.txt

06_LCHE_CstDry.txt

07_LCHF_Inland.txt

08_LCHG_SYP.txt

09_LCHH_WSPF.txt

10_LCHI_ESPF.txt

11_LCHJ_GrDF.txt

*  52 weeks. 1–For a list of items included in each composite, go to www.rlpi.com

 and click on In Depth > Useful Data > Monthly Composite Prices.
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Beetle kill in California raises concern, opportunitySeveral years of drought in California has taken a toll on 
federal forestland in the Sierra Nevada region and has led 
to bark beetle infestations that have killed millions of trees. � e rising number of dead trees has industry foresters on 

high alert as they manage private timberlands, which are 
predominantly north of the most a� ected areas. � e re-
moval of dead trees is also an opportunity for some mills. Drought has made it di�  cult for Ponderosa Pine, Sugar 

Pine, and other species to fend o�  the beetles, which 
introduce a fungus that creates a bluish stain. � e small 
insects lay eggs under the bark and disrupt the � ow of 
water and nutrients. An estimated 102 million trees have 

died in central and southern Sierra Nevada national 
forests since 2010, according to the U.S. Forest Service. 
About 62 million trees died in 2016. Many have criticized 
the agency for mismanaging the forests. 
“� e problem has grown exponentially in the last three 
years,” said a forester with a California producer. Loggers 
have subsequently � ocked to the area to harvest what they 
can, but few mills remain in operation in the area. � ose 
that are buying the salvaged logs can be more selective.“� ere’s so much to choose from that our position has 

been we’re only going to take a certain diameter,” said a 
salesman at one mill. Some industrial lumber buyers can 
use “blue stain” Pine with primers. Stained Pine has been 
in high demand, he said. 
Meanwhile, large private timberland owners are busy 
monitoring for signs of the beetles and quickly clearing 
any dead trees to prevent the insect from gaining a foot-
hold. “We work diligently to clean house and get the dead 
and dying out of there,” said a shop salesman with a com-
pany that owns private timberland. 

Most of the dead trees are located within 10 counties 
in the southern portion of the Sierra Nevada range, ac-
cording to the Forest Service. However, the number of 
dead trees in the northern counties of Siskiyou, Modoc, 
Plumas, and Lassen has increased. Federal o�  cials have 
reprioritized $32 million this year to remove the trees, 
which can fuel wild� res. � e agency has focused on fell-
ing trees near communities and along trails, roads, and 
utility corridors. 
� e Forest Service has funded the removal of about 126 
million board feet in the Sequoia, Sierra, and Stanislaus 
national forests as of this month on nearly 30,000 acres. 
O�  cials have designated 6.7 million acres for “insect 
and disease treatment.” � e agency is in the process of 
removing dead trees from 66,000 acres, and an additional 
90,000 acres pending more funding. ~

Surge in imports drives increase in lumber supplyLed by a surge in imports, the supply of so� wood lum-
ber to the U.S. market in 2016 rose 9.5% to 48.104 billion 
board feet.

Total imports surged to 16.746 bbf, a gain of 22.8% over 
2015. Shipments from Canada rose 22.5% to 16.065 bbf, 
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look stable
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boards in West 
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as ever
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Lumber Available to the U.S. 2012–20161

U.S. 
Output

U.S. Imports

U.S. 
Exports

Available 
to U.S.2

From 
Canada

Non-
Canada

Total U.S. 
Imports2012 28.661 9.421 0.269 9.689 1.430 36.921

2013 29.951 10.796 0.375 11.171 1.617 39.505
2014 31.496 12.011 0.426 12.436 1.532 42.400
2015 31.643 13.111 0.530 13.641 1.370 43.914
2016 32.722 3 16.065 0.682 16.746 1.365 48.104 31— Bbf  2— Production data plus imports minus exports.  3— Subject to revision. 

Sources:  Western Wood Products Association, Southern Forest Products Association 

and U.S. Foreign Agricultural Service.
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accounting for 96% of the total. Non-Canadian ship-

ments to the U.S. market totaled 682 million board feet, 

representing a 28.5% jump from the previous year.

Lumber supply to the U.S. market is calculated by adding 

U.S. production and imports, and then subtracting U.S. 

exports.

U.S. lumber production rose to 32.722 bbf last year, up 

3.4% from 2015. Despite the modest gain, total output 

reached its highest annual level since 2007, when domes-

tic sawmills produced 35.178 bbf.

Production in 2016 was led by the South, which produced 

17.342 bbf, up 4.1% from the previous year, and account-

ing for more than half of total output. In the West, pro-

duction gained 2.6% to 13.884 bbf. Coast region mills led 

the way with 8.384 bbf, up 2.6%, while the Inland region 

totaled 5.048 bbf, a 3.4% increase. Output in the Califor-

nia Redwood region of 453 mmbf slipped 5.0% from the 

previous year.

U.S. exports totaled 1.365 bbf in 2016, a modest 0.4% 

decline from the previous year. A 17% drop in shipments 

to Japan stood out, as did a drop in demand from several 

other Asian nations. Currency exchange was a key factor. 

Even so, Southern Pine exports to o� shore destinations 

last year set a record at 400 million board feet, which 

o�  cials with the Southern Forest Products Association 

attributed to stepped-up marketing e� orts (Random 

Lengths, February 24, 2017). ~

WWPA: After emotional start, 

2017 to bring steady growth

It’s been an emotion-charged start to the year with the 

inauguration of Donald Trump as president and the U.S.-

Canada trade-induced run in lumber prices. But once the 

emotion settles down, the U.S. economy and wood prod-

ucts demand are expected to grow steadily through 2017.

� at was the general outlook from Kevin Binam, presi-

dent and chief economist of the Western Wood Products 

Association, in a presentation March 6 at the association’s 

annual meeting in Portland, Ore.

Binam said that the post-election stock market run and 

rising economic sentiment provide hope for faster eco-

nomic growth ahead. Amid the election bump, economic 

signals are strengthening, home building remains on an 

upswing, and lumber use is on the rise.

Housing starts in the U.S. are projected to eclipse 1.3 mil-

lion units, which would represent an 11.2% increase over 

2016. Binam’s forecast calls for solid growth in the single-

family sector to 880,000 units, while multifamily starts 

are expected to hit 425,000 units. Going forward into 

2018 and 2019, the single-family sector will continue to 

drive gains in starts, while tightened lending may cause 

the multifamily sector to ease. Starts are forecast at 1.382 

million 2018 and 1.537 million in 2019.

Binam noted that with single-family home supplies his-

torically tight and home prices continuing to rise, “you 

would expect to see more construction.”

� e trend in repair and remodeling has � attened, but 

contractor sentiment remains positive, as does the out-

look for growth, although it may be slowing modestly.

� at generates a positive outlook for lumber demand. 

Total U.S. consumption is projected at 49.7 billion board 

feet in 2017, up from 47.0 bbf in 2016. Lumber use in 2018 

is forecast at 51.5 bbf (table), which would mark the � rst 

time it has eclipsed the 50 bbf level since 2007.

Net migration will drive demand geographically, led 

by the South, Binam noted. Over the past three years, 

U.S. Lumber Production Rising ...

(millions of board feet)

2016
2017

2018
2019

Coast

8,384
8,745

8,920
9,054

Inland

5,048
5,171

5,249
5,275

Redwood

453
482

501
511

South

17,342
18,297

18,937 19,695

NE/Lake States
1,496

1,523
1,538

1,553

TOTAL
32,722

34,218
35,145 36,088

As Demand Nears 50 bbf Threshold

Markets
2016

2017
2018

2019

New Homes
14,719

16,437
17,754

19,875

Repair/Remodel 17,541
18,038

18,202
18,433

Non-Residential
5,356

5,686
5,887

5,294

Ind./Other
9,381

9,542
9,616

9,752

TOTAL
46,997

49,703
51,459

53,354

Source: Western Wood Products Association.
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�e seasonally adjusted annual rate of multi-unit starts in the 

U.S. see-sawed in late 2016, �nishing the year at 392,600 units, 

slightly below the 397,300-unit level of 2015.

Statline: A Weekly Look at Key Trends
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Florida, Texas, Washington, California, and North Caro-

lina have led population gains. � e hottest states in 2016, 

as measured by single-family permits, were Florida, Cali-

fornia, Georgia, North Carolina, and Tennessee.

On the supply side, U.S. lumber production is forecast at 

34.2 bbf in 2017, up from 32.7 bbf in 2016. � e South will 

continue to dominate, with output expected to top 18 bbf. 

� e Coast will lead the way in the West with 8.7 bbf, and 

the Inland producing 5.2 bbf (table).

Imports from Canada are forecast to remain on an up-

ward track, rising to 15.8 bbf this year from 15.2 bbf in 

2016. Shipments from Europe and Latin America are 

expected to grow, as well. ~

MDF imports heavy to

flooring, still strong

A� er shattering records the previous two years, U.S. im-

ports of medium density � berboard from o� shore suppli-

ers faded in 2016 but sustained a high level by historical 

standards.

Imports from overseas fell to 3.33 million cubic meters, 

down 33% from the record 4.99 million cubic meters 

shipped in 2015. Nonetheless, last year’s volume ranked 

third all-tim
e since the U.S. Foreign Agricultural Service 

began reporting MDF imports in 1989.

Shipments from China and Germany plunged 53% and 

31%, respectively. However, those two countries com-

bined accounted for 74% of total o� shore shipments to 

the U.S. in 2016.

� e vast majority of imported MDF is shipped in the 

form of laminated boards most commonly used as � oor-

ing. MDF import statistics also encompass a variety of 

other items.

Imports from Chile, for example, are heavy to mouldings, 

while stock imported from New Zealand is primarily 

3mm to 6mm panels.

Commodity panels that compete directly with the most 

commonly produced thicknesses within North America, 

such as 5/8-inch and 3/4-inch panels, represent a rela-

tively small portion of total imports. � is distinction has 

created a measure of confusion in the past among those 

unfamiliar with the codes the FAS uses to compile MDF 

import statistics.

Some o� shore suppliers ramped up shipments to the U.S. 

sharply, mitigating the downward trend evident in im-

ports from China and Germany. 

Imports from New Zealand jumped 65% compared to 

2015, posting a fourth consecutive annual gain.

European countries other than Germany, such as Austria, 

Belgium, and Spain increased exports to the U.S. signi� -

cantly last year, taking advantage of steady demand and a 

strong dollar vis-à-vis the euro. 

In South America, shipments from Chile gained 11% to 

406,000 cubic meters. Imports from Brazil tripled last 

year, while deliveries from Argentina soared as well. ~

One change coming with 

April price guide update

One change in the Random Lengths Lumber Price Guide 

is coming with the April 7 issue.

A column for Inland Red Cedar #3&Btr boards graded 

on both faces will be added next to the traditional #3&Btr 

column on Page 7 of the 12-page weekly Random Lengths 

report.

� is column of 1x4-1x12 prices will capture the market 

for a higher quality Cedar board that is more commonly 

produced today and generates a substantial premium to 

its traditional counterpart. ~

A Mike Hammond is now president and CEO at Hammond 

Lumber Co., Belgrade, Maine. He succeeds his father, Don 

Hammond. ^ Dane Waters has joined Idaho Paci� c Lumber 

Co., Meridian, Idaho, as a commodity buyer. ^ Denny Huston 

will retire from Boise Cascade May 1 a� er nearly 50 years in the 

industry. He is currently vice president of sales and marketing, 

a position he assumed in 2012 a� er having joined the company 

in 1994. ^ � e British Columbia Wholesale Lumber Associa-

tion is holding its annual golf tournament May 9 in Burnaby, 

B.C. For more information, email vince@yaletownlumber.com. 

A Forest Economic Advisors has scheduled its annual Forest 

Products Forum September 12 at the World Forestry Center in 

Portland, Ore. � e forum will be presented in conjunction with 

the “Who Will Own the Forest?” conference. ^ � e Council of 

Forest Industries’ annual convention is scheduled April 5-7 in 

Vancouver, B.C.; for more information, visit www.co� .org. 

MDF Imports Slipped 

in 2016, But Still Strong

Source: U.S. Foreign Agricultural Service
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Information Services for the Forest Products Industry

Websites:  Random Lengths My Print (www.rlmyprint.com) 

for on-demand graphs and custom price reports. Free Daily 

WoodWire at www.rlpi.com. Newsletters (postal or email pdf):  

Random Lengths Weekly Report, International, Yardstick.  

Books:  The Big Book, Yearbook, Buying & Selling Softwood 

Lumber & Panels, Terms of the Trade. Upon release Lumber, 
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Other Items
Boards ^ Veteran traders noted that supplies of west-

ern boards were as tight as they have seen in their careers. 

Ponderosa Pine mills commanded � rm to higher prices. 

Upward momentum remained strongest on #3, and prices 

in the Inland Empire rose $5-15. 12-inch in California 

jumped $20 for the week. Some suppliers noted resistance 

from their customers on #3 prices, but tight supplies were 

undeniable. Canadian producers of ES-LP sold out into the 

second quarter, with robust sales domestically, to the U.S., 

and o� shore. One European Spruce importer raised prices 

across the board, as demand ran well ahead of supplies. 

Idaho White Pine Sterling 10- and 12-inch adjusted down-

ward, but maintained large premiums to Ponderosa Pine.

Trading in Southern Pine was steady, if moderately slower 

than activity in the previous several weeks. Pattern business 

sustained a robust pace. Prices were � rm nearly across the 

board, with #2 1x4 and 1x6 straight lengths posting scat-

tered gains. 1x4-12s remained a standout for several mills. 

Surpluses of D 1x6 shorts developed at some mills. #3 1x6 

sold as high as $325. In Eastern White Pine, Premium 1x6 

and 1x8 were a challenge in spots, but most other mills 

reported strong demand and robust order � les. 8-inch was 

o� ered as low as $800 and as high as $875. 6-inch spanned 

an $850-875 range. Standard 1x6 edged up. Standard 1x12 

sold in a $600-625 range. Industrial was � rm to higher, 

with some mill quotes hitting $400.

Shop ^ Demand for shop and Mldg&Btr was steady, 

as window manufacturers and millwork plants continued 

to shore up their inventories for anticipated brisk sales in 

the coming months. A number of mills gained ground on 

back orders and were more comfortable taking new orders. 

Above average snowfall in higher elevations hampered log 

harvests in many regions, but some mills had replenished 

log decks recently. Order � les were strong and producers 

pushed prices higher in some cases with little to no resis-

tance. Buyers clamored for low-grade Ponderosa Pine shop, 

but supplies remained tight. Prices of #3 5/4 and 6/4 shop 

edged higher. #2 6/4 shop also strengthened. Imported 

shipments of Radiata Pine Mldg&Btr were status quo and 

adequately balanced between supply and demand. Some 

importers tested higher quotes for Radiata Pine shop amid 

constricted supplies for Ponderosa Pine. Sales of blanks 

remained steady. 

Treated ^ Southern Pine treated lumber sales sustained 

the active pace of recent weeks in the South. Demand 

gained momentum in the Mid-Atlantic region, as well as 

the Northeast and Midwest where milder weather condi-

tions took hold. 2x4-8s and 4x4-8s were among the best 

selling items, as fencing companies and landscapers stocked 

up for spring. Demand for fencing components was espe-

cially strong in Texas. Some dealers and distributors in the 

Northeast bought conservatively. � ey noted that weather 

conditions had only recently improved and higher prices in 

the wake of last month’s surge were causes for concern.

Cedar ^ Trading was steady, as higher-than-expected 

consumption was unabated despite further price increases. 

Buyers in need of coverage scrambled to � nd what they 

needed and accepted higher levels. Some traders replen-

ished a� er realizing previous purchases were not su�  cient. 

Even with the upward price trajectory of recent months, 

some producers worried about not being able to pass along 

increased log costs. Log supply was a growing concern and, 

combined with the higher demand, led to a supply scarcity. 

Some producers looked into alternative species to alleviate 

supply shortages. Timbers were popular, as were decking 

items. More buyers sought � rm prices in place of PTS.

Shingles & Shakes ^ Spotty demand was su�  cient 

to keep traders busy. Shingles were more di�  cult to � nd, 

especially #1 5X. #2 5X shingles were plentiful. Improving 

weather allowed mills to gain ground on lagging produc-

tion. � e uptick in business fueled trader optimism about 

the spring season. Traders noted concerns about having 

enough logs for production.

Lumber Production, Sales, and Shipments
(Western U.S. mills)

mmbf. From data compiled by the Western Wood Products Association.

Most current week’s data subject to revision.

 
Coast Inland

 Week Ending Mar 4 Feb 25 Feb 18 Mar 4 Feb 25 Feb 18

 Production 162 161 159 95 96 98

 Orders 153 157 164 92 83 92

 Shipments 157 157 159 97 96 100

 Unfilled Orders 268 272 272 251 256 268

 Inventories 768 763 760 546 547 547
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Panel Market Report
Panel Market Indicators

Oriented Strand Board ^ A two-tiered market de-

veloped in OSB, as secondaries garnered much of the week’s 

business. Mill sales were sparse; producers in most regions 

quoted order � les into late March or later and held ask-

ing levels � rm. Wholesalers and distributors who bought 

during the February rally sold below mill replacement 

costs and still turned a pro� t. In the South, sheathing sales 

slowed to a crawl at the mill level. Buyers covered immedi-

ate needs through secondaries who o� ered prompt ship-

ment. Distributors and dealers showed little interest in mill 

o� erings for shipment no earlier than April. One producer 

sold truckloads of 7/16-inch at $314 in the Southeast, but 

prices were otherwise � at throughout the region. 

Producers in northern regions fell back on order � les, and 

reported prices were unchanged. Poor weather throughout 

much of the West led to skimpy sales for mills in Western 

Canada. Mill order � les in that region extended into the 

week of March 20 or later, and producers held quotes. Most 

traders in Eastern Canada also reported a � at market, 

although a report circulated of a block deal at discounts. 

Customers in western delivered markets covered needs 

through secondaries. Inquiries from customers in Califor-

nia rose.
Southern Plywood ^ Retailers and distributors were 

busy, as the Southeast experienced warm weather. Even so, 

the activity wasn’t enough to keep mill prices from so� en-

ing. Buyers tightly managed inventories and were hesitant 

to purchase larger volumes. Most bought hand to mouth, 

while waiting for a clearer market direction. Order � les at 

most mills extended into the week of March 20, and many 

tried to hold � rm to their quotes. � e spotty sales activ-

ity prompted some producers to open to modest counters, 

while maintaining their established quotes. 

Wholesalers o� ered double-digit discounts under mill 

levels for panels ready to ship. Rated sheathing prices on 

the westside showed greater weakness than the other zones. 

Reported prices were � at to down $2-5 in all zones. A lack 

of availability kept prices of underlayment � rm. Shippers 

struggled with transportation, as availability of trucks re-

mained erratic and rates increased. Some buyers reported 

loads sitting ready for shipment for several days. 

Western Plywood ^ Trading held at a quiet pace, as 

buyers and mills struggled to � nd common ground. Mills 

were willing to accept $5-10 counters on sheathing, but 

o� en ran into buyers seeking counters of $20 or more. � e 

number of inquiries led traders to believe a round of buy-

ing was imminent. Mills looked to cover increased costs of 

raw material, while buyers were concerned about downside 

risk. Mills maintained thin order � les, as sales in smaller 

volumes at modest discounts allowed them to stay ahead. 

Quiet deals were noted on scattered loadings available for 

prompt shipment. Trading picked up in California as a dry-

ing trend emerged, but sales to the Northeast were di�  cult. 

One producer took steeper discounts early in the week to 

move thick panels, but went back to quoted levels therea� er.

Limited activity led to a downward trend in sheathing pric-

es. 1/2-inch 4-ply so� ened, with reports of sales under the 

$400 mark. A lack of demand also pushed down prices of 

Struc 1, underlayment, CCX, and CC P&TS panels. Sanded 

and sidings were � at.
Veneer ^ Prices of Douglas Fir sections stayed on an up-

ward track, as demand from the LVL sector held steady and 

even perked up for some. Green ends pushed prices another 

50 cents to $1 higher on 54s, and half sheets kept pace. 

Mixed reports developed on inner plies, with some lay-ups 

scrambling to meet their needs. Others reported an ample 

volume and that no premiums to last week’s levels were 

paid. White wood 1/6 gained 50 cents across the board.

Composite Panels ^ Particleboard sales were nar-

rowly mixed by region. Mill order � les reached as far as 

four weeks in the South. Demand was especially strong for 

door core stock. Distributors and end users replenished 

steadily. Mills noted, however, that they were still waiting 

for the expected surge of orders among buyers stocking up 

for the second quarter. Trading in the West sustained the 

pace of recent weeks. MDF stayed tight in the East. Produc-

ers in the West shipped readily into the Midwest and tradi-

tional markets in the East. Distributors in Eastern Canada 

noted that shipments of previous orders were as much as 

one month late. Demand in the West lagged the strength 

evident in the East, but was ample enough to support � rm 

prices.
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